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THE INFLUENCE OF ISOLATED RHYTHMIC 
DRILL ON GROWTH IN SIGHT SINGING
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction
During the nineteenth century, a major portion of 
the American public school music program was devoted to the 
development of sight-singing skills, according to John,^ 
but, during the first half of the twentieth century, the de­
velopment of sight-singing skills seemed to lose its position 
as a major objective of music education. This conclusion is 
reached since the teaching of sight singing was not spe­
cifically mentioned in the Outline of a Program for Music 
Education advocated by the Music Educators National Con­
ference in 1951* Currently, however, there is a resurgence 
of interest in all areas of music reading.
While contemporary educators generally concur with 
the viewpoint that sight singing is not a major objective of
^Robert W. John, "Our Forefather’s Favorite System," 
Educational Music Magazine. XXIV, No. p. 5^ .
2public-school music, they do recognize its importance. This 
is evidenced by its inclusion in basic song books, texts, 
and hymnals. The manuals that accompany these texts contain 
a wealth of suggested procedures to help students develop 
sight-singing skill.
The amount of time allotted for sight singing through­
out the American educational system, from elementary general 
music through the college sophomore sight-singing pro­
ficiency examination, is limited. The music teacher who 
desires to develop the sight-singing skills of his students 
finds the available time very short. Hammer suggests that 
this may be one of the major reasons for the low state of 
musical literacy of students at all levels of attainment.1
The problem of teaching students to read music at 
sight is as old as the music program itself.^ Many systems 
have been employed in an effort to teach this rather com­
plicated skill. Chief among them have been the shaped note, 
the fixed do, and the movable do systems.^ (Singing with 
scale numbers may be considered a variation of the last 
named.) Still another system is the utilization of actual 
pitch, and another is the neutral syllable.
Harry Hammer, "An Experimental Study of the Use of 
a Tachistoscope in the Teaching of Melodic Sight Singing," 
Journal of Research in Music Education, XI, No. 1, p.
^Doris Hutton, "A Comparative Study of Two Methods 
of Teaching Sight Singing in the Fourth Grade," Journal of 
Research in Music Education. I, No. 3, P« 119.
3lbid.
3Karl W. Gehrkens believes that the reason so many 
people, including college students, cannot read with more 
facility is because that they have not been exposed to a suf­
ficient quantity of music. Dr. Gehrkens says, "The way to 
read music fluently is to read a lot of music." Many 
teachers have the idea that students hate music because 
their teachers require them to use the syllables.
Dr. Gehrkens believes that this is usually not caused by 
having to sing sol-fa syllables, but by being forced to 
suffer through a lot of uninteresting uninspired music.^
Many educators believe that the inability to read 
rhythms limits many secondary school students' and college 
students' ability to sight read music. Some research seems 
to support these b e l i e f s . ^ Therefore, this study was under­
taken with the assumption that improvement in the reading 
of rhythms will facilitate music reading.
The Problem 
The purpose of the study was two-fold;
(1) To determine whether sight-singing difficulties 
encountered in melodic reading can be minimized by the
^Karl W. Gehrkens, "Why Can't College Students Read 
Better?", Etude Magazine. LXIX, No. 12, p. 23.
^John David Boyle, "The Effect of Prescribed Rhyth­
mical Movements on the Ability to Sight Read Music" (un­
published Doctor's dissertation. University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Kansas, 1968), pp. 7*
î+
utilization of a unit of study dealing with rhythmic reading 
prior to the study of melodic reading.
(2) To determine whether an isolated unit of study 
dealing with rhythmic reading might be beneficial in pro­
moting or attaining greater efficiency in melodic percep­
tion.
Statement of Hypotheses
In order to illustrate experimentally the 
feasibility of comparison between traditional sight-singing 
systems where melodyrhythm, and harmonic implications are 
presented simultaneously and a system where all rhythmical 
problems are explored prior to the introduction of melodic 
and harmonic material, the following specific hypotheses 
were formulated:
(1) Students who are taught to deal with rhythmic 
reading problems prior to their exposure to melodic and har­
monic material will show greater consistency in sight-singing 
ability than those students who are exposed simultaneously to 
melody, rhythm, and melodies employing harmony.
(2) Students who are taught to deal with rhythmic 
reading problems prior to their exposure to melody and har­
mony will show greater consistency in the execution of 
intervals, scale singing, modal singing, chord arpeggiations, 
and singing in parts than those students who engage in all 
areas of sight singing simultaneously.
5Need for the Study 
Preliminary investigation has revealed an absence of 
experimental studies in the specific area of the proposed 
study. Since the study of elementary sight singing is a 
part of the curriculum for freshmen music students, the re­
lated success of the concept proposed in this study should 
provide valuable information for teachers who are involved 
in the training of sight singing.
Also, an educator is engaged in a never-ending quest 
for knowledge and information that will improve skills in 
the classroom, and a resourceful teacher is always alert to 
the possible improvement of teaching techniques and innova­
tions for employment within his own academic situation. 
Higgins and Merwin^ attest that proficient music educators 
are continually evaluating educational techniques and cur- 
ricula. Choate suggests that all music educators need to 
participate more actively with the appraisals of the entire 
scope of music teaching. Giles and Ricci^ confirm the fact 
that there exists a wide-spread weakness in the preparation 
of entering college freshmen in music schools and were
^Martin J, Higgins and Jack C . Merwin, "Assessing 
the Progress of Education in Music," Music Educators Journal, 
LIU, No. 8, p. 52.
2
Robert A, Choate, "Tanglewood Symposium Project 
Report,” Music Educators Journal. LIU, No. 8 , pp. ^6, 51*
^Allen Giles and Robert Ricci, "An Experimental 
Music Curriculum for Gifted High School Students,” Music 
Educators Journal. LIU, No. 3, p. 57*
6concerned at the level of musical illiteracy that was indi­
cated by the inability of these students to read musical 
notation with any degree of fluency.
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF RELEVANT MATERIALS
Although there appears to be an absence of experi­
mental studies in the specific area of the present study, 
there are several related studies and materials.
On at least two occasions mechanical devices have 
been invented in an attempt to eliminate rhythmic problems. 
In 1812, Beethoven's friend Maelzel invented the "upside- 
down pendulum," the metronome, to "tick-tock" rhythmical 
beats.1 In 1932, Otto Meissner improved the metronome to 
emphasize accents, both primary and secondary. This device 
was called the Rhythophone and was manufactured by C. G. 
Conn Company.2
However, it must not be taken for granted that stu­
dents have learned and can use note and rest values, time 
signatures, duple rhythms, triple rhythms, alla-breve, and
^W. Otto Miessner, "How to Master Rhythms," Music 
Educators Journal. LIII, No. 3, p. 4-9.
^Ibid.
8syncopation— all with musical feeling J  Dorothy Horn^ 
states that few students understand the difference between 
simple and compound meters.
In an article in the Journal of Research in Music 
Education-^ Irving Lowens and Allen P. Britton suggest that, 
had Lowell Mason adapted the shaped-note system of William 
Little and William Smith as set forth in The Easy Instructor 
(1798), "we might have been more successful in developing 
skilled music readers and enthusiastic choral singers in our 
public schools."
George Kyme described an experiment which he con­
ducted with control groups of students who were taught to 
read music by two methods. Orthodox methodologies were 
utilized in the instruction of one group, and their music 
reading ability was compared with that of experimental 
groups who were taught to read music by the utilization of 
several approaches to music reading. The other system used 
was the shaped-note system developed by James B. Aikin and 
described in The Christian Minstrel (1846). (Aikin de­
veloped his seven-shape notation from the four-shape system
^E. D. Thompson, "What Shall I Teach?", The Instru­
mentalist, XIX, No. 7, p. 37*
^Dorothy D. Horn, "Music Theory for High School 
Students," Music Educators Journal. XLVI, No. 3, p. 74.
^Irving Lowens and Allen P. Britton, "The Easy In­
structor (1798-1831): A History and Bibliography of the
First Shape Note Tune Book," Journal of Research in Music 
Education, I, No. 1, p. 32.
9of The Easy Instructor.) Kyme calls attention to the fact 
that both systems of teaching the reading of music are still 
in use in some southern churchesJ
Mr. Kyme rejected the null hypothesis when it was 
discovered that there was a significant difference in the de­
velopment of music ability in the group that utilized the 
shape notes. This experimental group had greater pitch and 
rhythm accuracy than did the other group of students who had 
learned to read music by the utilization of the "usual" 
methods which were included in the study.
In addition to the measured skill in singing at 
sight, the experimental groups utilizing Kyme's shaped-note 
system seemed to excel in many other ways.^ The students in 
the experimental sections were the only ones to develop 
skill in notating their created melodies. They alone at­
tained a grasp of the harmonic structure in music necessary 
to create an autoharp accompaniment.
"The most interesting observation of all," states 
Kyme, "was found in the seventh-grade r e g i s t r a t i o n s . " 3  At 
the junior high school to which three control and experi­
mental groups were promoted, 63^ of the fourth and fifth- 
grade subjects enrolled in seventh-grade glee club— an
^George H. Kyme, "An Experiment in Teaching 
Children to Read Music with Shape Notes," Journal of Re­
search in Music Education, VIII, No. 1, p. 3*
^Ibid., p. 3•
^Ibid., p. 8.
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elective course which met before the regular school day 
began. The average percentage from other elementary schools 
entering the school glee club was less than 20^.
In the light of this evidence, music educators may 
wish to reappraise the shaped-note system of teaching sight 
singing, a system in use for over 150 years in the south­
eastern United States.
Bolden conducted an experimental study to determine 
the extent of the influence, if any, of the piano keyboard, 
syllables/letter names, and recorder on growth in sight sing­
ing and rhythmic reading. Of the three modes of instruction 
used in the Bolden study, the emphasis placed on syllables/ 
letter names as a growth regulator in developing sight sing­
ing and rhythmic reading resulted in this approach exceeding 
both the piano keyboard and recorder in the effectiveness as 
regards rhythmic reading gain and total gain.”*
Murphy feels that the dependence on syllables is a 
serious handicap in harmonic study since syllables may be 
applied only to a single melodic line, and suggests that they
p
be discarded as early as is deemed feasible.
■A
Joyce Inez Johnson Bolden, "The Influence of Se­
lected Factors on Growth in Sight Singing and Rhythmic 
Reading" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Michigan State 
University, Lansing, Michigan, 1967), p. 9^*
2
Howard A. Murphy, Teaching Musicianship (New York: 
Coleman-Ross Company, Inc., 19^0), pp. M-6-*+7.
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Boyle^ compared the effectiveness of procedures in­
corporating bodily movement as an aid in the teaching of 
rhythmic reading with procedures which did not employ bodily 
movement. The experimental group of junior high school 
bandsmen studied by Boyle made statistically more significant 
gains than did the parallel control group. Boyle concluded 
that systematic programs of rhythm training enabled bandsmen 
to make statistically significant gains in scores on a 
rhythm sight-singing test and The Watkins-Farnum Performance 
Scale.
The Boyle experiment was conducted in twenty-four 
junior high school training bands in northern Kansas. The 
twenty-four bands were divided and matched as nearly as pos­
sible into two equal groups of twelve bands each.
All bands used the same training materials for thirty 
minutes per week during the experimental semester. The ex­
perimental bands incorporated bodily movements in the form 
of foot tapping to mark the underlying beat and hand clapping 
to practice the rhythm patterns as aids for learning and per­
forming rhythm exercises. Control bands were not permitted 
to use such bodily movements during training.
Boyle suggests that band directors utilize rhythm 
training during a portion of their rehearsal time teaching
John David Boyle, "The Effect of Prescribed Rhyth­
mical Movement on the Ability to Sight Read Music" (unpub­
lished Doctor's dissertation, University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Kansas, 1968), p. I83.
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systematically the reading of rhythms. He further recom­
mends that the bodily movements used by the subjects in the 
experiment be incorporated into these rhythm training pro­
grams. Although the high correlation between rhythm sight 
reading and melodic sight reading does not prove that the 
latter is dependent upon the former, it does lend strong 
support to this thesis.
Middleton”' concluded from his study dealing with an 
innovative technique known as the breath-impulse method that 
subdivisions of the beat can be learned and practiced 
through the means of measured breath exhalation^ synchron­
ized with a given rhythmical pulse.
Middleton's experiment consisted of the instruction 
of six groups of elementary bandsmen— three control groups 
and three experimental groups. All of the groups were 
taught by several different instructors in the breath- 
impulse method, or the competing method, for a period of 
seven months. It was determined, as a result of the experi­
ment, that the breath-impulse technique causes a student to 
make subdivisions of the beat into two, three, and four im­
pulses with a natural body function, one that is integral to 
the processes of performance on a wind instrument.
1 James Allen Middleton, "A Study on the Effective­
ness of the Breath Impulse Technique in the Instruction of 
Wind Instrument Performers" (unpublished Doctor's disserta­
tion, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, 1967), 
pp. 58- 59.
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Middleton's BRIM technique has been used successfully in the 
Norman, Oklahoma, Public Schools since 1961.^
DeVon Helbling experimented to determine the rela­
tive effectiveness of "whole" and "part" concepts of learning 
as applied to teaching sight singing in its elementary 
stages.2 To determine the relative effectiveness of the 
application of the two concepts, a "whole" method group and 
a "part" method group composed of undergraduate elementary 
education majors were equated for the experiment. Each 
group met for a total of twenty sessions. The result was 
that the progress of neither group was significantly better 
than the other. The "part" concept, including rhythm as a 
single part, was as satisfactory as the "whole" concept 
where rhythm was included within the total concept.
Barnes studied the effectiveness of drill in learn­
ing to sight sing certain intervals and, also, the conse­
quent effect of drill upon sight-singing ability. His 
experiment included instruction of a control group and an 
experimental group. The two groups were composed of members 
of the freshman music theory class at Indiana State Teachers
1 James Allen Middleton, "A Study on the Effective­
ness of the Breath Impulse Technique in the Instruction of 
Wind Instrument Performers" (unpublished Doctor's disserta­
tion, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, 1967)» 
p. 59.
^DeVon Willis Helbling, "An Experimental Study of 
the Relative Effectiveness of 'Whole' and 'Part' Methods of 
Teaching Sight Singing" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 1965), p. 2.
1>+
College during the 1958-1959 school year, and the groups 
were matched with respect to musicality and intelligence.
The experimental group participated in the interval 
drill for a period of ten weeks, while the control group 
utilized a traditional approach. Barnes found, as a result 
of the experiment, that the experimental group performed 
significantly better than the control group in the sight 
singing of melodies. However, the improvement in the abil­
ity to sight sing melody was not statistically significant 
as was the improvement in the ability to sight sing inter­
vals. In fact, Barnes states:
Since the improvement in the ability to sing 
intervals did not reflect a direct improvement in the 
ability to sight sing melody made up of these inter­
vals, it would seem that the latter ability is more 
complex than the former and is dependent on more 
factors than were accounted for in'this experiment.^
Although this study does not involve a comparison 
of the relative effectiveness of isolated rhythmic drill, it 
does feature an approach to teaching sight-singing skill 
characteristic of the isolated "part" concept.
Like drama and dance, music is a time art; it exists 
in time. Music is organized in time, and it is rhythm that 
is the organizational element. The Greek meaning of 
rhythmos is to "flow." Rhythm, therefore, can be a broad
James W. Barnes, "An Experimental Study of Interval 
Drill As It Effects Sight Singing Skill" (unpublished 
Doctor's dissertation, Indiana University, Bloomington, 
Indiana, I960), pp. 83-84.
^Ibid., p. 81.
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concept that covers everything to do with the temporal 
aspect of music. It includes the subordinate concepts of 
pulse, tempo, note values, rhythmic patterns, meter, as 
well as phrase and period. However, of all rhythmic ele­
ments in measured music, the most fundamental is pulse.”'
The time values of the notes in a piece are so im­
portant that if a choice must be made between perfection 
of pitches and perfection of time values, there can be no 
doubt that the latter should receive preference.
Rubinstein^ lends support to this statement as follows;
One cannot hope to be an expert sight reader 
without being a well-grounded musician, and certainly 
one of the attributes of a well-grounded musician is 
his regard and respect for musical elements, the two 
most basic of which are notes and their time values. 
Either of these without the other is meaningless.
It is as essential to know the time relationship of a 
quarter to an eighth, or any other value to a different 
value, as it is to know the names of the notes on the 
lines and spaces on the staffs, and which notes on 
the piano correspond to them. Time values are the 
outer garment of rhythm in the sense that bark is the 
outer garment of a tree. The garment must be kept 
whole and intact if the body beneath is not to be 
destroyed. Rhythm is the indispensable soul of music; 
as such, it is of the utmost importance, whether 
sight reading or otherwise.
Arnold Fish and Norman Lloyd, Fundamentals of 
Sight Singing and Ear Training (New York: Dodd, Mead, &
Co., 1968), p. 1.
^Beryl Rubinstein. The Pianist's Approach to Sight- 
Reading and Memorization (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc.,
1950), p. 7.
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William S. Newman also recognizes rhythm as a dom­
inant factor in sight reading:”'
The prime difficulty in sight reading is almost 
always rhythm rather than notes. Although there are 
eighty-eight notes on the piano, and these are com­
bined in a nearly inexhaustible variety of harmonies, 
the fact remains that the notes will invariably appear 
in fixed places on the staff and on the keyboard. 
Rhythm, on the other hand, is much more elusive. To 
be sure, the number of different note values and signs 
in common use is comparatively small, but these are 
arranged in varied combinations that are neither 
tangible nor predictable.
Unless one can maintain an approximately correct 
tempo, a real understanding of the meaning of a composition 
and communication of its emotional values are impossible to 
achieve. A sight-reading performance does not mean a 
polished or perfect performance. The object, rather, is to 
give a general idea of the read piece. Therefore, contin­
uous movement is the fundamental in sight reading. At 
times, the inexperienced sight reader is thrown into com­
plete bewilderment when a wrong note is heard. This is the 
most difficult moment in sight reading because the sight 
singer will inevitably turn back to correct his mistake and 
disregard completely the "forward movement" that is neces­
sary in sight singing.
Statistics have shown that 87^ of the errors in ear 
training are notational p r o b l e m s . ^ Many sight-singing
^William 8. Newman, The Pianist's Problems (New 
York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1950), p. 20.
^Katherine Eloise Simpson, "Contemporary Methods in 
the Teaching of Ear Training and Sight Singing"
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teachers advocate a course in notational problems while 
others rely upon much blackboard work under constant super­
vision.
In his book, Elementary Musicianship. Baum states:
The student must have an ample opportunity to 
listen and experience new musical phenomena before they 
are explained. Far more important than the subject 
matter is the work procedure. Through adequate methods 
of practice and approach to new problems the student 
will shape tools to help him in all his musical prob­
lems .
Bauman's theory reflects the present concern of "how 
to do" being as important as "what to do." Thus, the 
method for presenting new material is as important as the 
material presented.
Bauman further states that the writing of dictation 
should be postponed until the excerpt has been completely 
memorized. The slower the approach to paper, the faster 
correct dictation will be written. Bauman states, "Memorize 
and then ’slow down' the melody.
McHose, a noted authority in the field, states:
Rhythmic dictation should precede melodic 
and harmonic dictation. However, only after the 
student has mastered a particular rhythmic problem
(unpublished Master's thesis. Northwestern University, 
Evanston, Illinois, 1957), P. *+8.
^Alvin Bauman, Elementary Musicianship (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19^7), p. v.
2%bid., p. 21.
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through rhythmic reading should rhythmic dictation be 
presented."
Ear training should be regarded as directed or con­
trolled listening. The training of a discriminating ear is 
largely informational, and the development of the skills 
depends upon the effectiveness of the instruction and upon 
the ingenuity of the observer in the detection of difficulties, 
Murphy states that "we hear with our ears, but we listen 
with our minds.
J o n e s 3  states that the requisite for good sight read­
ing is the development of the eye span and steady rhythm. 
Regularity of reading practice and selection of good material 
should be emphasized in the overall program.
Sight reading is a combination of notation, ear
training, and tone production and furnishes continual train-
le 
5
ing in all.^ Its purpose is that of arning to read music
silently and to reproduce it vocally.
"'Allen I. McHose, Teacher's Dictation Manual (New 
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 19^8), p. 3«
p
Murphy, on. cit., p. 61.
•^Marjorie Dana Jones, "Sight Reading All Important," 
Etude Magazine. LXXV, No. 3, P. 17-
U-Carl E. Seashore, Psychology of Music (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 193o), p. 1^7.
^Murphy, on. cit.. p. ^3»
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The grasp of a melodic or rhythmic idea by ear or by 
eye requires familiarity with a certain number of fundamental 
tonal and rhythmic concepts.^
It is necessary that the student develop a meaningful 
tonal and rhythmic vocabulary— a vocabulary which is "made 
up" of the sounds or symbols or various tones, rhythms, and 
items of theory which the performer must understand.^ Stu­
dents should build a sight vocabulary of music fundamentals, 
such as basic keys, tonal groups, rhythms and terms, and 
should seek to develop a high level of mental and physical 
coordination.3
In an article, "It’s Not Theory, It's Music," the 
late Chester Barris states that "thinking and hearing should 
be logically coordinated."^ In this connection he stresses 
the importance of learning music by the scale relationship of 
tones, saying that it is the logical way in which the ma­
jority of students will be able to use, consciously and 
intelligently, their sense of hearing as an aid to the re­
production of tones. Music is sound; therefore, the ear
Lilia Belle Pitts, The Developmental Approach to 
Music (New York: Ginn and Company, 1950), p. 3»
^Duff Harstad, "Teach Them to Read," Music Educators 
Journal. XLI, No. 3, p. 59*
^Simpson, op . cit.. p. 57-
L.
Chester Barris, "It's Not Theory, It's Music,"
Etude Magazine. LXX7, No. 3, p. U-2.
2 0
should be the fundamental guide to any medium by which it is 
provided.
Authorities differ, of course, in their theories as 
to what initial approach should be made to sight singing.
The Hindemith approach to music reading utilized by the East­
man School of Music was the first method employing rhythmic 
reading. The viewpoint of other educators is that the 
melodic approach should take precedence over the rhythmic 
in the beginning phases of music reading. However, rhythmic 
accuracy was given preference over melodic accuracy in two- 
thirds of the schools of music examined by Simpson in 1957«^ 
It is interesting to note that many of the more recent texts 
utilize the rhythmic approach. Ottman,^ Thomson,3 Benward,^ 
Lieberman,^ Fish and Lloyd,^ and Walton and Wilson^ are
^Simpson, op. cit.. p. 62.
^Robert W. Ottman, Music for Sight Singing (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956;.
^William Thomson, Introduction to Music Reading 
(Belmont, California; Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 
1966) .
^ruce Benward, Sightsineing Complete (Dubuque,
Iowa: William C. Brown, Inc., 1965).
^Maurice Lieberman, Ear Training and Sight Singing 
(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1959).
^Arnold Fish and Norman Lloyd, Fundamentals of 
Sight Singing and Ear Training (New York: Dodd, Mead, and
Company, Inc., 1968).
^Charles W. Walton and Harry Robert Wilson, Music 
Reading Through Singing (Belmont, California: Wadsworth
Publishing Company, Inc., 1968).
2 1
among those who isolate rhythmic sections from melodic sec­
tions in their texts.
Possibly the most fundamental, powerful, and primeval 
element in music is rhythm; it must surely be the element 
most closely related to life itself which is so basically 
oriented rhythmically. All of the intricacies of musical 
time can be represented by the preciseness of body sensa­
tions .
Jaques-Dalcroze refers to the role of the body as the 
intermediary between aural stimuli and perceptivity of the 
mind.1 Carl Seashore affirms that rhythm involves the whole 
body organism in the responsiveness to measures of time in­
tervals, and that the whole of rhythm involves a two-fold 
response— perception and reaction.^
If the physical resources are properly trained and 
perfected in rhythmic delineation, then the resulting clarity 
of perception will aid the consciousness of musical r h y t h m . 3 
Ruckmick^ discovered that fundamental cognizance of 
rhythm required the existence of kinaesthesis, but that the 
need for muscular movement inclined to disappear without
^E. Jaques-Dalcroze, Rhythm, Music, and Education 
(New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1921 ), p. o.
2
Seashore, op. cit., p. 115.
^Dalcroze, op . cit., p. 83.
^James L. Mursell. The Psychology of Music (New 
York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1937)? PP* 160-16^.
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necessarily losing the perceptivity of a thoroughly estab­
lished rhythmic pattern.
Many music educators ask students to use a footbeat, 
conductor beat, and meter tapping as an aid to rhythmic pat­
tern development while sight singing. It is the opinion of 
many teachers that a student cannot properly execute rhythms 
until they can feel them. This sense of feeling rhythms 
does not come from the thinking part of the brain, but 
rather from the medula oblongata, the source area of the 
controls exerted on the movements of the body.^ Thus it is 
necessary in the mastering of rhythms that the motor senses 
be exercised.
Karl Orff and Zoltan Kodaly^ stress the necessity of 
rhythmic activity as a concomitant of the learning process of 
developing musical percipiency. The necessity for practicing 
scales, arpeggios, broken chords, articulation techniques, 
and other motor coordination skills is obvious. Conceivably 
then, a key requirement in total musical achievement could 
be a unit of study dealing with the problems of reading 
rhythms in isolation from other problems.
^Carl C. Francis, Introduction to Human Anatomy (St. 
Louis: C. V. Mosley Co., 1968), p. 22*+.
^Zoltan Kodaly, "Folk Song in Pedagogy," Music Edu­
cators Journal, LIU, No. 7, p. 59*
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It was Brahms, according to Karl Wilson Gehrkens, 
who first gave voice to the dictum, "In the beginning was 
rhythm"; and he might well have added, "and, in the end, 
rhythm is still the most vitalizing and most intriguing and 
the most tantalizing of the musical elements.
Summary— It can be seen from the foregoing review of 
related research studies that all but the Barnes study dealt 
with rhythm as an isolated and fundamental element of sight 
singing. Most of these studies have contributed toward an 
understanding of the relative effectiveness of individual 
drill and isolated units of learning with regard to rhythmic 
understanding.
This writer's research has been an attempt to apply 
two clearly defined, competing sight-singing programs of 
study based on the "isolated rhythm" and "traditional" con­
cepts to the teaching of thirty students to determine the 
relative effectiveness of these "isolated rhythm" and "tra­
ditional" concepts in teaching sight singing in its begin­
ning stages.
^Karl Wilson Gehrkens, "Rhythm in Music," Music Edu­
cators Journal, XLIX, No. P- ^6.
2lbid.
CHAPTER III 
THE DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT
It is the purpose of this chapter to describe the 
research design for the experimental project. The descrip­
tion will include the nature of the two sight-singing groups 
studied and the materials and techniques utilized in the 
experiment.
The Sight-Singing Groups
The subjects comprising the experimental and control 
groups were freshmen at Oklahoma City Southwestern College 
during the fall session of the 1968-1969 school year. All 
of the individuals in the groups had little or no previous 
formal study in sight singing.
The parallel group technique was utilized in arrang­
ing and equating the thirty subjects comprising the experi­
mental and control groups. Fifteen students were selected 
to be members of the experimental group and were equated 
with fifteen students selected to be members of the control 
group.
The experimental subjects followed the program of 
study utilizing the "isolated rhythmic concept" derived for
2k
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the study, and the subjects of the control group followed 
the program of study utilizing the "traditional" concepts. 
Thirty-six class sessions were devoted to teaching each 
sight-singing program of study. The two groups were equated 
on the basis of group averages in terms of musical achieve­
ment and musical aptitude.
The tests for equating and upon which the group 
averages were based are:
1 . The DeVon Helbling Sight-Singing Test (raw 
scores)
2. The Aliferis Music Achievement Test: College 
Entrance Level (raw scores)
3. The Seashore Tests (1939 Revision, Series A) 
for Sense of Pitch, the Sense of Rhythm, and 
Tonal Memory (raw scores)
The Helbling Sight-Singing Test consists of five 
melodies that contain a sampling of the tonal and rhythmic 
characteristics taught in the two competing sight-singing 
classes. These characteristics include major and minor keys; 
commonly used note and rest values; simple and compound 
meters; chromatic neighbor tones and passing tones; melodic 
tonal patterns that imply harmonies on the tonic, dominant, 
dominant-seventh, and subdominant chords; scalewise pat­
terns; rhythm patterns involving the triplet, dotted-eighth- 
sixteenth note combination; and division of the beat into 
eighth and sixteenth note combinations. The melodies are
2 6
also similar in terms of level and difficulty. (See the 
illustration on page 27.)
The Helbling Sight-Singing Test was checked for re­
liability by the author, who utilized the test-retest 
method, and was found to have a reliability coefficient of 
.97* Also, a high content validity is claimed for the test 
by the author.
In using the Helbling Sight-Singing Test as part of 
the equating procedure in terms of group averages, the mean 
scores of the sight-singing groups were compared. Since 
there was a mean difference of 10.6 between the two groups, 
the t test was used to determine whether the difference is 
statistically significant. Since the confidence level did 
not reach .05, the mean difference was not considered sig-
- I
nificant. The following formula was used for the t test of
significant.2
t = %1 - %2
To apply the t test, the two sets of scores were ar­
ranged in separate columns and listed in terms of descending
For justification of this confidence limit, see 
Allen Edwards, Statistical Methods for the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York; Rinehart and Company, Inc., 19^), 
p. 241, and Paul Bloomers and E. F. Lindquist, Elementary 
Statistical Methods in Psychology and Education (Boston: 
Houghton-Mifflin Company, I960), p. 281.
^Helen Walker and Joseph Lev. Statistical Inference 
(New York: Henry Holt Company, 1953), P • 152, and
Edwards, op. cit.. p. 501.
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Melodies for Sight Singing
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numerical value» With this arrangement of each set of 
scores, individual scores between the two sets of scores 
were then matched in terms of their positions within the 
columns. This arrangement made it possible to determine 
whether the two groups were equated on the basis of group 
averages. The results of this equating procedure is shown 
in Table 1. The test for measuring musical achievement in­
cluded items to determine the student's power of auditory- 
visual discrimination of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic 
elements and idioms. Since the Aliferis Music Achievement 
Test (College Entrance Level) measures these particular 
Items, it was used in this phase of the equating procedure.
In each question the candidate is asked to choose the 
musical notation from the four alternatives which matches the 
melody, harmony, or rhythm he has heard played. The instruc­
tions to the candidates are given orally and are fully set 
forth in the manual. The music is recorded on a standard 
tape played at 7 1/2 ips, The utilization of the tape re­
cording assures uniformity in presentation and, consequently,
maximum reliability. The Aliferis Music Achievement Test is
•1
a well-documented and thoroughly developed test. It may be 
used with confidence for measuring the music student's power 
of auditory-visual discrimination of melodic, harmonic, and 
rhythmic elements and idioms. A reliability coefficient of
1
James Aliferis, Aliferis Music Achievement Test 
Manual; College Entrance Level (Minneapolis; University of 
Minnesota Press, 195^), pp. 12-16.
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TABLE 1
RESULTS OF 
IN TERMS
EQUATING THE TWO 
! OF THE HEIBLING
SIGHT-SINGING 
SIGHT-SINGING
GROUPS
TEST
Scores^
Experimental Group Control Group
D. M. 218 M. M. 195
P. M. 197 B. M. 191
B. H. 175 E. W. 172
J. T. 162 W. C. 169
G. M. 131 L. G. 152
D. F. 123 0. T. 148
J. R. 117 J. G. 133
0. p. 11>+ L. A. 117
J. S. 93 A. B. 93
C. M. 7^ M. D. 82
F. D. 53 W. H. 78
A. R. 1+8 K. W. 64
H. K. 38 B. Y. 59
E. S. 27 I. B. 56
L. M. 16 D. M. 36
Mean^ 105.7 116.3
Scores equal number of correct responses.
^Mean difference of 10.6 is not statistically sig­
nificant at confidence limits most frequently used. (See 
footnote 1, page 26.)
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.88 is claimed by the publisher for the test as well as high 
content validity.
To determine whether the two sight-singing groups 
were equated in terms of musical achievement, the t test of 
significance was applied to the two sets of scores derived 
from administering the Aliferis Music Achievement Test.
Again, the two sets of scores were arranged in separate 
columns and listed in terms of descending numerical value 
from top to bottom. With this arrangement of each set of 
scores, individual scores between the two sets of scores were 
then matched in terms of their positions within the columns. 
This arrangement made it possible to determine whether the 
two sight-singing groups were equated on the basis of group 
averages in regard to musical achievement. The results of 
this equating procedure is shown in Table 2, page 31•
To determine whether the two sight-singing groups 
were equated in terms of musical aptitude, the Seashore 
Tests for the Sense of Pitch, the Sense of Rhythm, and Tonal 
Memory were used since they are generally used for this 
purpose. Although sufficient validity for these tests to 
predict adequately musical success and measure musical 
talent is questioned by some authorities, the tests detect 
certain abilities for perceiving elements that function con­
sistently in musical situations, particularly the musical 
learning situations involved in the proposed sight-singing 
programs of study. The elements referred to include the
31
TABLE 2
RESULTS OF EQUATING THE TWO SIGHT-SINGING GROUPS 
IN TERMS OF THE ALIFERIS ACHIEVEMENT TEST: 
COLLEGE ENTRANCE LEVEL
Experimental
Scores
Group Control Group
D. M, ^0 B. M. 37
J. T. 33 M. M. 3^
P. M. 33 L. G. 32
H. Ko 32 W. H. 31
B. H. 31 0. T. 29
0. B. 28 W. C. 28
Go M. 25 E. W. 27
D. F. 2^ A. B. 26
J. R. 22 J. G. 2>+
F. Do 20 M. D. 22
J. S. 20 L. A. 21
C. M. 20 B. Y. 20
A. Ro 17 K. N. 20
L. M. 17 I. B. 17
E. So 10 D. M. 16
Mean®" 25.0 25.6
^Mean difference of .6 is not significant.
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sense of pitch, memory for tonal relationships in terms of 
pitch, and note relationships in terms of rhythm.
The Seashore Test for Sense of Pitch consists of 
fifty pairs of tones. The second tone of each pair is
higher, lower, or the same as the first tone. The listener
responds to the pairs of tones by indicating whether the
second tone is higher or lower in pitch than the first. The
author claims high content validity and a reliability coef­
ficient of .84-. The results of administering the test indi­
cated the same mean score for both groups. (See Table 3, 
page 33.)
The Seashore Test for Sense of Rhythm consists of 
thirty pairs of rhythmic patterns (non-melodic). The 
rhythmic patterns vary from seven to nine tones in length and 
are set to simple triple, simple quadruple, and simple quin­
tuple.. The listener responds to the pairs of stimuli in 
terms of "same" or "different." The author claims high in­
ternal validity and a reliability coefficient of .64. To 
determine whether the two sight-singing groups were equated, 
the t test was applied in the same way it was applied to the 
Aliferis Music Achievement Test. The difference of .74 be­
tween the mean score of the two groups was not found to be 
statistically significant. (See Table 4, page 34.)
Paul R. Lehman, Tests and Measurements in Music 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968),
p. 62.
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TABLE 3
RESULTS OF 
IN
EQUATING THE TWO SIGHT-SINGING 
TERMS OF THE SEASHORE MEASURE OF 
MUSICAL TALENT FOR PITCH
GROUPS
Experimental Group
Scores®-
Control Group
J. T. 52 A. B. 49
D. F. 51 W. C. 47
0. B. 48 M. M. 47
T
o  • R. 48 L. A. 47
D, M. 47 W. H. 45
P. M. 46 0, T. 44
J. S. '46 B. M. 44
Fo D„ 44 E. W. 43
L. M. 44 M. B. 4l
B. H. 43 L. G. 4l
C. M. 41 D. M. 40
E. S. 40 J. G. 39
H. K. 40 K. H. 37
G. M. 29 T. B. 36
A. R. l4 B. Y. 33
Mean^ 42.2 42.2
^Scores equal the number of correct responses.
^The Mean score for both groups is the same.
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TABLE h
RESULTS OF EQUATING THE TWO SIGHT-SINGING GROUPS 
IN TERMS OF THE SEASHORE MEASURE OF 
MUSICAL TALENT FOR RHYTHM
Experimental
Scores^
Group Control Group
D. Fo 32 E. W. 31
D. M. 31 W. C. 30
B. H. 30 M. M. 30
P. M. 30 J. G. 29
0, Bo 29 L. G. 29
C. M. 28 B. M. 28
J. T. 28 M. B. 28
A. R. 28 0. T. 27
H. K. 27 W. H. 26
L. M. 27 L. A. 25
J. R. 26 D. M. 25
J, S. 25 I. B. 24
E. S. 2k A. B. 24
G. M. 2k B. Y. 23
F. D. 23 K. W. 22
Mean^ 27.47 26.73
^Scores equal number of correct responses.
^Mean difference of .7^ is not significant.
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The Seashore Test of Tonal Memory consists of thirty 
pairs of non-melodic sequences of tones in spans of four, 
five, and six notes. The listener responds to each pair by 
indicating the number which note in the second group is 
different from the first. As a result of applying the t 
test, the mean difference of .06 is not significant. (See 
Table 5, page 36.)
Materials of the Experiment 
The Sight-Singing Test
The Helbling Sight-Singing Test described earlier as 
part of the means for equating the two sight-singing groups 
was also used as a pre-test, midterm test, and post-test to 
measure the relative progress of the experimental group and 
the control group.
The validity of the test was determined in terms of 
"content validity." The five melodies chosen for sight 
singing on the test, and found on page 27, correspond to the 
type and level of difficulty of the melodies intended as the 
teaching-learning goal of the programs of study. The goal 
was the development of the ability to sight sing relatively 
simple, non-modulatory, melodies in minor and major keys 
which contain the characteristics related on page 25* Major 
and minor keys were represented in the five melodies, types 
of meter included were simple quadruple, simple triple, 
simple quintuple, and compound quadruple; note and rest 
values included were half, quarter, eighths, and sixteenth;
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TABLE 5
RESULTS OF EQUATING THE TWO SIGHT-SINGING GROUPS 
IN TERMS OF THE SEASHORE TEST 
OF TONAL MEMORY
Experimental
Scores®’
Group Control Group
G. M. 30 J. G. 29
J. T. 30 0. T. 29
0. B. 30 E. W. 28
Jo S . 28 M. M. 28
B. H. 28 W. H. 28
D. M. 28 W. C. 28
A. R. 27 B. M. 27
D. M. 26 A. B. 27
L. M. 26 M. B. 27
D. F. 25 D. M. 26
Eo S. 2k K. H. 25
J . Ro 2k I. B. 25
H. K. 23 L. G. 2^
F. D. 22 L. A. 23
C. M. 20 B. Y. 17
Mean^ 26.00 26.06
^Scores equal number of correct responses.
^Mean difference of .06 is not significant.
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melodies three and four contain chromatic auxiliary and 
passing tones; melodies one and two contain harmonic impli­
cation of the tonic, dominant, dominant-seventh, and sub­
dominant chords. The test was checked for reliability by 
the test-retest method and the reliability coefficient was 
found to be .97*
The two competing programs 
of study
The basic learning materials of the two programs of 
study were developed into daily lesson plans of learning ma­
terials. These daily lesson plans were then organized into 
thirty-two lessons for each program of study. The sight- 
singing midterm test and post-test took up the other four 
class sessions. The implications concluded from the "iso­
lated rhythm" and "traditional" concepts were utilized in 
working out procedures for each lesson. The procedures and 
materials are given in detail in Appendices A, B, and C.
Experimental techniques
The Helbling Sight-Singing Test was used as a pre­
test, midterm, and post-test to measure the relative progress 
of the two sight-singing groups. Each member of the two 
groups was given the pre-test, midterm test, and post-test, 
under similar conditions. Each time the test was adminis­
tered by the investigator in the same room, with the same
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equipment, and following the same procedure. The test 
procedure was as follows :
1. The metronome was set to the designated tempo
for melody number one and the pitch of the first
note was sounded on the piano.
2. The student was allowed a few seconds to look
over the melody.
3. The tape recorder was started.
The student announced his name.
5. The pitch of the first note of the melody was
sounded again.
6. The metronome was turned off.
7- The student sang the melody on the neutral pitch
of "la." Singing by actual pitch names, num­
bers, and/or syllables was permitted.
8. Immediately following the singing of the melody,
the tape recorder was turned off.
9. For each succeeding melody the same procedure
was followed.
Following the pre-testing of the groups, each group 
participated in the appropriate sight-singing program of 
study, which involved thirty-two class sessions for each 
group. The class sessions were held on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 10:30 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. and were conducted 
in the same room.
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The experimental group met during the first half of 
the class period on Tuesday and during the last half of the 
class period on Thursday. The control group met during the 
last half of the class period on Thursday and during the 
first half of the class period on Tuesday.
Contact was made with class absentees to see that 
the learning material presented during their absence was 
presented to them in a way similar to that in which it was 
presented to their classmates.
The sight-singing test was repeated as a midterm 
test at the middle of the semester and as a post-test at the 
end of the experimental semester.
To allow for a high degree of objectivity in scoring 
the test each time it was administered, a tape recorder was 
used. The use of the tape recorder made it possible to 
carry out the criteria established for scoring more ac-^  
curately since tapes can be replayed as often as necessary. 
The criteria for scoring was as follows:
1. Each correct note in terms of pitch counted 
one point.
2. If a wrong melodic interval led to a transpo­
sition (succeeding pitches correct in terms of 
the new tonal center), each succeeding note 
counted as one.
!+0
3 . Each repeated note that was not called for in 
the melody subtracted one from the total num­
ber of correct responses.
W-. Each correct note and rest in terms of rhythmic 
value counted one.
5. Maintaining the given tempo counted one for 
each melody.
6. If the tempo was changed, the rhythmic values 
of notes were interpreted in terms of the new 
rhythm (tempo).
7. The total score was the total number of cor­
rect responses.
The scores from the sight-singing pre-test, midterm, 
test, and post-test were compared to measure the relative 
progress of the experimental group and the control group.
To compare the relative progress of the experimental 
group and the control group from the time of the pre-test 
to the time of the post-test, a set of "difference" scores 
was computed for each group by subtracting each subject's 
pre-test score from his post-test score and then finding 
the mean "difference" score for each group.
The t test was used to determine whether the mean 
difference between the two sets of "difference" scores could 
be regarded as statistically significant. This same pro­
cedure was used to compare the relative progress of the two 
sight-singing groups from the time of the midterm test to
4l
the time of the post-test as well as from the time of the 
pre-test to the midterm. The results of these tests are 
given in the following chapter.
An arrangement of the two sets of scores resulting 
from each of these units of progress was made for applying 
the t test of significance. The arrangement involved the 
matching of difference scores, justified on the basis that 
the study involved working in terms of group averages 
rather than the pairing of individual students. The "dif­
ference" scores for each set of scores was arranged in a 
separate column and listed in terms of descending numerical 
value from top to bottom. With this arrangement each set of 
difference scores were matched in terms of their positions 
within the columns.
In addition to comparing the means of the two sets 
of "difference" scores on the sight-singing tests as a whole, 
the progress of the two sight-singing groups was also com­
pared in terms of pitch and rhythm discrimination. Again, 
the t test was used to determine whether the mean differ­
ence between the groups for each of these elements could be 
regarded as statistically significant. The results of these 
procedures are included in the following chapter.
Equipment
The equipment used for the sight-singing test each 
time it was administered included a Wollensak tape recorder.
!+2
a Hamilton studio piano, and a Seth Thomas metronome. The 
tape recorder was used for more accurate scoring of the 
tests. The piano was used to sound the beginning pitch of 
each melody on the test. The metronome was used to estab­
lish the tempo of each melody before it was sung. The piano 
and metronome were also used frequently for similar purposes 
during the class study periods.
An analysis and interpretation of the results of the 
pre-, midterm, and post-testing as measures of progress will 
be discussed in the next chapter.
CHAPTER IV
THE ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
^re-Test to Post-Test Results 
The mean "difference" score^ for the isolated rhythm 
group was 78.93* The mean "difference" score for the tra­
ditional group was 78.27* The mean difference of .66 in 
favor of the isolated rhythm group was not found to be sta­
tistically significant. (See Table 6, page 44.) The result 
indicates that neither the isolated rhythm method nor the 
traditional method is superior in teaching sight-singing for 
the course as a whole.
Pre-Test to Midterm Test Results 
The mean "difference" score for the isolated rhythm 
group was 51.67° The mean "difference" score for the tra­
ditional group was 44.07. The mean difference of 7*60 in 
favor of the isolated rhythm group was found to be signifi­
cant at the .05 level of confidence. (See Table 7, page 45*) 
This result indicates the superiority of the isolated rhythm
^The "difference" score is the average of the post­
test scores minus the average of the pre-test scores.
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TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF THE PROGRESS MADE BETWEEN THE PRE-TESTS AND THE POST-TESTS
OF THE TWO SIGHT-SINGING GROUPS
Experimental Group Control Group
Name
Pre-
Test
Scores^
Post
Test
Scores
Differ-
ence
Scores^ Name
Pre-
Test
Scores^
Post
Test
Scores
Differ­
ence
Scores^
H. K. 38 186 1>+8 B. M. 191 311 120
J. R. 117 263 146 L. G. 152 270 118
0. B. 11^ 2^8 13>+ I. B. 56 170 114
B. H. 175 309 134 W. H. 78 174 96
E. S. 27 159 132 D. M. 36 130 94
A. R. -^8 172 124 M. M. 195 291 96
C. M. 7h 190 116 K. W. 64 158 9^
J. T. 162 220 60 B. Y. 59 151 92
D. F. 123 16>+ 41 0. T. 148 237 89
P. M. 197 237 40 J. G. 133 216 83
F. D. 53 91 38 M. D. 82 l4l 59
D. M. 218 252 34 W. C. 169 225 56
G. M. 131 160 29 E. W. 172 209 37
J. S. 93 105 12 A. E. 93 127 3^
L. M. 16 12 -4 L. A. 117 109 -8
Mean^ 78.93 78.27
^Pre-test and post- test scores equal number of correct responses.
^Difference scores equal post-test scores minus pre-test scores.
'Mean difference of .66 is not significant.
TABLE 7
COMPARISON OF THE PROGRESS MADE BETWEEN THE PRE-TESTS AND THE MIDTERM TESTS
OF THE TWO SIGHT-SINGING GROUPS
Experimental Group Control Group
Name
Pre-
Test
Scores^
Midterm
Test
Scores
Differ­
ence
Scores^ Name
Pre-
Test
Scores^
Midterm
Test
Scores
Differ­
ence
Scores^
H. K. 38 1B1 143 I. B. 56 172 116
J. R. 117 2^-1+ 127 L. G. 152 254 102
A, R. h8 l44 96 M. M. 195 283 88
E. S. 27 108 81 B. Y. 59 136 77
C. M. 7>+ 1^ -1 67 W. H. 78 153 75
J. T. 162 226 64 B. M. 191 261 70
D. M. 218 270 52 D. M. 36 75 39
B. H. 175 213 38 J. G. 133 165 32
D. F. 123 153 30 K. W. 64 86 22
K. M. 16 )+3 27 0. T. 148 168 20
G. M. 131 1 56 25 L. A. 117 131 14
P. M. 197 211 14 W. C. 169 181 12
J. S. 93 103 10 A. B. 93 95 2
F. D. 53 56 3 E. W. 172 172 0
0. B. 114 112 -2 M. D. 82 74 -8
Mean^ 51.67 44.07
-r
^Pre-test and midterm test scores equal number of correct responses. 
^Difference scores equal midterm test scores minus pre-test scores. 
^Mean difference of 7*60 is significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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group in teaching sight singing for the first half of the 
course.
Midterm Test to Post-Test Results
The mean "difference" score for the isolated rhythm 
group was 27.13» The mean "difference" score for the tra­
ditional group was 24.2. The mean difference of 7*07 in
favor of the traditional group was found to be significant
at the .01 level of confidence. (See Table 8, page *+7.)
This result indicates the superiority of the traditional 
group in teaching sight singing for the last half of the 
course.
Pre-Test to Post-Test Results in 
Terms of Pitch Development
The mean "difference" score for the isolated rhythm 
group was 21.33. The mean "difference" score for the tra­
ditional group was 21.^7» The mean difference of .1*+ in 
favor of the traditional group was not found to be statisti­
cally significant. (See Table 9, page ^8.) This result
indicates that neither the Isolated Rhythm Method nor the 
Traditional Method is superior in teaching the development 
of pitch discrimination for the sight singing course as a 
whole.
Pre-Test to Post-Test Results in 
Terms of Rhythm Development
The mean "difference" score for the isolated rhythm 
group was 58.07» The mean "difference" score for the
TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF THE PROGRESS MADE BETWEEN THE MID-TERM TESTS AND POST-TESTS
OF THE TWO SIGHT-SINGING GROUPS
Experimental Group Control Group
Midterm Post Differ­ Midterm Post Differ­
Test Test ence Test Test ence
Name Scores^ Scores Scores" Name Scores^- Scores Scores"
0. B. 112 2^ -8 136 0. T. 1 68 237 69
B. H. 213 309 96 M. D. l4l 67
E. S. 108 159 51 D. M. 75 130 55
C. M. 1^ +1 190 >+9 J. G. 165 216 51
F. D. ^9 91 35 B. M. 261 311 50
A. R. 1^-)+ 172 28 W. C. 181 225 4^ .
P. M. 211 237 26 E. W. 172 209 37
J. R. 2^ -^- 263 19 A. B. 95 127 32
D. F. 153 16Î+ 11 W. H. 153 17»+ 21
H. K. 181 186 5 L. G. 25^ + 270 16
G. M. 156 160 B. Y. 136 151 15
J. S. 103 105 2 K. W. 86 158 12
J. T. 226 220 -6 M. M. 283 291 8
D. M. 270 252 -18 I. B. 172 ■ 170 -2
L. M. ^3 12 -31 L. A. 131 109 -22
Mean^ 27.13 34.2
-r
-o
&Midterm test scores and post-test scores equal number of correct responses,
^Difference scores equal post-test scores minus midterm scores.
^Mean difference of 7-07 is significant at the .01 level of confidence.
TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF THE PROGRESS MADE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PITCH DISCRIMINATION
OF THE TWO EXPERIMENTAL SIGHT-SINGING GROUPS
Experimental Group Control Group
Name
Pre-
Test
Scores®-
Post
Test
Scores
Differ­
ence
Scores^ Name
Pre-
Test
Scores®
Post
Test
Scores
Differ­
ence
Scores^
J. R. 49 123 7h I. B. 36 94 58
A. R. 2h 80 56 L. G. 88 142 54
0. B. 100 51 D. M. 14 68 54
E. S. 10 57 ^7 J. G. 42 92 50
H. K. 14 60 W. H. 48 0 48
B. H. 70 112 42 B. M. 104 140 36
C. M. 3^ 70 36 B. Y. 39 72 33
D. F. 60 87 27 A. B. 42 60 18
J. T. 72 85 13 W. C. 89 101 12
P. M. 93 95 3 M. D. 46 55 9
L. M. 0 0 0 0. T. 96 98 2
F. D. 31 27 -4 K. W. 34 34 0
J. S. 43 23 -20 E. ¥. 92 89 -3
G. M. 71 29 -42 M. M. 124 113 -11
D. M. 130 82 -48 L. A. 87 49 -38
Mean^ 21.33 21 .47
-r
00
^Pre-test scores and post-test scores equal number of correct responses.
^Difference scores equal post-test scores minus pre-test scores.
^Mean difference of .1^ is not significant.
9^
traditional group was 58.13* The mean difference of .06 in 
favor of the isolated rhythm group is not significant. (See 
Table 10, page 50.) This result indicates that neither the 
Isolated Rhythm Method nor the Traditional Method is superior 
in teaching rhythm development for the sight-singing course 
as a whole.
TABLE 10
COMPARISON OF THE PROGRESS MADE IN THE RHYTHM DEVELOPMENT OF THE TWO
SIGHT-SINGING GROUPS BETWEEN THE PRE-TESTS AND THE POST-TESTS
Experimental Group Control Group
Name
Pre-
Test
Scores^
Post
Test
Scores
Differ­
ence
Scores^ Name
Pre-
Test
Scores^
Post
Test
Scores
Differ­
ence
Scores^
H. K. 2k- 126 102 M. M. 71 178 107
B. H. 105 197 92 K. W. 30 127 94-
E. S. 17 102 85 0. T. 52 139 87
0. B. 65 14-8 83 B. M. 87 171 84-
D. M. 88 170 82 I. B. 20 96 76
C. M. 4-0 120 80 L. G. 64- 128 64-
J. R. 68 14-0 72 B. Y. 20 79 59
G. M. 60 131 71 M. D. 36 86 50
A. R. 24- 92 68 W. H. 30 78 48
J. T. 90 13^ 4-5 W. C. 80 124- 44
J. D. 22 64- 4-2 D. M. 22 62 40
P. M. 104- 14-1 37 E. W. 80 120 4o
J. S. 50 82 32 J. G. 91 124- 33
D. F. 63 77 14 L. A. 30 60 30
L. M. 4-6 12 -34- A. B. 51 67 16
Mean‘s 58.07 58.13
Midterm test scores and post-test scores e<îual number of eorree-t responses
^Difference scores equal post-test scores minus midterm test scores.
^Mean difference of .06 is not significant.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The primary purpose of this study was the determina­
tion of the relative effectiveness of the "isolated rhythm 
method" of teaching sight singing. The realization of the 
concept of the Isolated Rhythm Method of learning to sight 
sing was utilized in this study. The proper application of 
the isolated rhythm concept within a framework of a basic 
curriculum of learning materials for teaching the experi­
mental sight-singing group with a competing sight-singing 
control group was also a goal of this study.
In order to have a sight-singing test that could be 
used as a pre-test, midterm test, and post-test to measure 
the relative progress of the experimental group and the con­
trol group, the investigator examined many sight-singing 
tests. A test was sought which contained the types of 
melodies for sight singing that were intended as the teaching- 
learning goal for the course. Following the selection of the 
DeVon Helbling "Melodies for Sight Singing,which is a
^Helbling, op . cit.. p. 2V.
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sight-singing test with an established high reliability coef­
ficient, the investigator administered the test to two groups 
of freshmen music students at Oklahoma City Southwestern 
College both as a pre-, midterm, and post-test to measure the 
relative progress of the two sight-singing groups and as a 
part of the equating procedure of the two groups. Other 
tests involved in the equating procedure were as follows:
1. The Aliferis Music Achievement Test: College 
Entrance Level.
2. The Seashore Test (1939 Revision, Series A) 
for Sense of Pitch, the Sense of Rhythm, and 
Tonal Memory.
The two groups utilized the same basic curriculum 
of learning materials for the sight-singing course as a 
whole. The only difference was the sequence of the items of 
learning and the procedures utilized with their presentation. 
Also, thirty-six class sessions were allocated to teaching 
both groups at the same hour of the day and by the same in­
structor, the investigator.
The results of the experiment indicate that neither 
the isolated rhythm group nor the traditional group excelled 
in significant progress in sight-singing performance. How­
ever, the isolated rhythm group made significantly more 
progress during the first half of the training period, and 
the traditional group made significantly more progress 
during the last half of the training period. The results
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of the experiment also indicate no significant difference in 
progress was made by either sight-singing group in rhythm 
development or pitch development for the sight-singing course 
as a whole.
Conclusions
Although neither group's progress was significantly 
better than the other in terms of the sight-singing course 
as a whole, it is interesting to observe the significant 
difference in progress both for the first half and for the 
last half of the course. The fact that the isolated rhythm 
group made more significant progress during the earlier 
stages of the course could be explained on the basis of the 
isolated rhythm method involving less complex teaching- 
learning experiences than the traditional method during the 
earlier stages of the experiment. The fact that the tradi­
tional method usually included more items of learning and 
more involved teaching procedures in any one daily lesson 
plan during these earlier stages plus the fact the experi­
mental subjects had little or no previous training in an 
unusual and complicated skill as sight singing is evidently 
the explanation for the traditional method's added complexity 
in the beginning stages of the project.
However, the fact that the traditional group made 
significantly more progress during the later stages of the 
experiment would indicate that the length of time involved 
in this type of teaching-learning experience may also have
5^
an effect on the results. This experimental study was con­
cerned with the relative effectiveness of the two methods of 
teaching sight-singing skill in its very elementary stages 
during a one-term sight-singing course for the experimental 
group and the control group.
Limitations
The investigator recognizes certain ways in which 
the conclusions drawn from this study were limited. These 
are as follows:
1. There is a lack of tangible evidence, as in 
other research studies of this type with which the investi­
gator is familiar, that the experimental subject actually 
conceived the desired thought processes during the teaching- 
learning experiences in the class sessions and during the 
practice that occurred outside the regular class sessions.
It is true, however, that a deliberate attempt was 
made to guide these thought processes appropriately in the 
procedural setting during each class training period. The 
fact that the experimental subjects had little or no previous 
formal training in sight singing would tend to influence 
their thought processes in the intended manner. Also, the 
fact that the subjects understood they would be asked to 
recite individually during the class period in terms of the 
particular procedures used had a tendency to influence their 
thought processes in the prescribed manner during their out­
side practice sessions.
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Nevertheless, further research in this area of study 
could profit from types of controls that go beyond the 
guidance type of controls used in this study.
2. If the information gained from recent research 
on the relative difficulty of musical intervals in the con­
text of melody and harmony were applied in working out a 
curriculum of instructional materials and procedures, the 
results of future studies in the investigator's area of 
research might be influenced.
3. The two methods of instruction employed in the 
experiment were formulated by the investigator and were based 
on his own interpretations of the learning concepts involved. 
Further interpretations of the educational theories upon 
which these concepts were based and their application to the 
teaching of sight-singing methods and materials might sup­
plement the findings of the present study.
The experimental subjects used in the study were 
music emphasis students in a private Oklahoma junior college. 
All of the subjects had had little or no background in formal 
music. Although the use of music emphasis students from the 
junior college was considered pertinent to the cause of 
sight-singing pedagogy, sight singing is a part of the junior 
college curriculum.
Further research may reveal additional information 
with the use of undergraduate music majors with more pre­
college musical training and greater musical aptitude.
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Also, the longer duration of music majors' training in this 
area of the college curriculum may supplement the results of 
the present study.
5. The experimental subjects utilized in this study 
represent the upper three fourths of their respective high- 
school graduating classes. It would be interesting to de­
termine whether the results would be similar with subjects 
drawn from a student body in a more highly selective insti­
tution.
6. A small segment of music learning— that of intro­
ductory sight-singing classes— was explored. Exploration of 
the implications utilized in this study as they relate to 
more advanced sight-singing methods and materials may reveal 
additional information on the relative effectiveness of the 
applications of the concepts.
Recommendations
As a result of recognizing the limitations of the 
present study, the investigator makes the following recom­
mendations for future research:
1. The development of a methodology which will at­
tempt better direction in treating the variables pertaining 
to the actual thought processes of the teaching-learning 
procedures is suggested for future research in this area of 
study.
2. Investigation into the possible utilization of a 
research design such as the Solomon Four-Group Design which
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would determine the effects of such variables as pre-testing 
or post-testing, history, and maturation is suggested for 
future research in this area of study.
3. A longer experimental period utilizing under­
graduate music students as experimental subjects is recom­
mended to determine the influence of the length of training 
period on the relative effectiveness of the application of 
the concepts of this type of population.
h. The utilization of undergraduate music majors who
have had more background in musical training and aptitude is
recommended to determine what effects this type of background 
would have on the results of the experiment.
5. The utilization of undergraduate music majors who
are enrolled in a music degree program at an institution
whose enrollment represents the upper quartile of their high- 
school graduating classes is recommended to determine what 
effects this type of background would have on the results of 
the experiment.
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APPENDIX A
GENERAL PROCEDURES UTILIZED IN 
THE SIGHT-SINGING PROGRAMS
GENERAL PROCEDURES UTILIZED IN 
THE SIGHT-SINGING PROGRAMS
The organization and sequence of material within the 
text is so arranged that it can he utilized with any standard 
theory hook. For this reason no specific system of sight 
reading is recommended. Rather, several optional methods are 
provided to sight sing melodies and rhythms. The student is 
requested to use syllables, scale numbers, and letter names 
in melodic reading although he is often given his choice as 
to which one he wishes to use. The student is also requested 
to utilize the one-and counting system as well as the one-ta 
counting system, although he is frequently allowed his 
choice.^
The melodies included in the texts used and the fol­
lowing daily lesson plans for both sight-singing groups are 
tonal and non-modulatory. The author of the text and the 
writer in the daily lesson plans seek to provide a balance 
between:
1. Exercises in the major and minor modes.
2. Exercises using treble and bass clefs.
3. Exercises taken from instrumental and vocal 
music.
"'Benward, op. cit., p. v.
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4-. Excerpts from all historical periods.
5. Easy and difficult exercises.
The following seven procedures are recommended to
help the student utilize the text effectively:^
1. Do each rhythmic and melodic study in its en­
tirety. Do not stop to make corrections. Stopping breaks 
the flow of rhythm and leads to a halting and insecure per­
formance. When you make mistakes, go back and isolate them; 
practice the weak spots; then, perform the entire study cor­
rectly several times before moving to the next.
2. Use the following as a general procedure for 
each study:
a) Glance through the entire study before 
attempting to perform it. Look for new 
rhythmic or melodic problems. Make a mental 
note of those that might cause trouble and 
analyze them in relation to the surrounding 
material.
b) Always look ahead. "Do not keep your 
eyes on the notes you are performing, but 
keep them on those that lie ahead."
c) Try to read groups of notes as patterns 
rather than as a series of individual notes 
— as you read words and phrases in a book.
Reading music note by note is like reading a 
story letter by letter.
d) Choose a moderate tempo, unless a tempo 
mark is given. Repeat each study at various 
tempos.
e) Determine the purpose of each study—  
the musical problem being treated. "Relate 
this problem to the music you are studying 
on your instrument or at your voice lesson. "
Ipish and Lloyd, op. cit.. p. xi.
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3. When the melody Is in the bass, women should 
sing their part in their own range; when it is in the treble, 
men should sing their part in their own range. When the 
melody range is high, it is often easier for men to sing 
with a light tone— mezzo voce— than in full voice.
'+. Locate the first tone of each study on the 
piano, pitch pipe, etc. However, do not play through a 
study on the piano or any other instrument except where 
specifically indicated. Using an instrument will lead 
merely to rote memorization and will impede learning of 
sight-singing skills.
5. Don't allow lack of practice facilities to inter­
fere with progress in ear training. One technique that 
calls for no facilities (other than pencil and paper) is to 
notate familiar folk songs, hymn tunes, popular songs, or 
"singing commercials." You can practice this in class or 
out. After notating a few phrases or an entire piece, you 
should check your version either by performing it yourself
or have a classmate perform it. Another technique is this:
As your listen to music, you are to practice visualizing it 
in musical notation; later, you may check your version 
against the printed score, if a score is available.
6. If you have problems with rhythm, you are to 
try singing and clapping the rhythmic patterns of various 
instrumental parts in symphonic works by Haydn and Mozart.
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7. Remember, the important thing is that you 
practice sight reading often and regularly.
Determining Tempo
The melodies contained in the text and in the sixty- 
four daily lesson plans were primarily simple duple, simple 
triple, simple quadruple, and alia breve. Tempo was estab­
lished by:
1. Utilization of the conductor's patterns.
2. Utilization of rhythmic syllables.
3. Tapping and clapping of rhythmic notation.
After meter feeling and rhythm was established,
"tuning-up" exercises follows.
Tuning-Up Exercises
The following "tuning-up" exercises were practiced 
prior to all melodic singing:
1 . The beginning pitch was played from the piano.
2. The student associates the beginning pitch with 
the scale of the key.
3. The scale of the key is then sung ascending
and descending.
Melody Singing
After it had been determined that the students were 
oriented with regard to key feeling and meter, any or 
several of the following general procedures were followed:
1. Sing the melodies using scale numbers, 
syllables, and/or letter names.
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2. Sing the melodies while tapping the meter 
with one hand.
3 . Sing the melodies while conducting with 
one hand and arm.
Rhythm Singing
Students were asked to sing certain exercises observ­
ing rhythm only utilizing any or several of the following 
procedures:
1. Clap the meter; sing the rhythm (using 
numbers).
2. Say the meter (using numbers); clap the 
rhythm.
3 . Tap the meter with one hand and the rhythm 
with the other.
*+, Half of the class taps the meter while 
the other half of the class claps the 
rhythm.
Two-Voice Melodies
Many of the exercises in the text and daily lesson 
plans were two-voice melodies. Any or several of the follow­
ing procedures were utilized for singing two-voice melodies:
1. The student sings one voice and plays the 
other on the piano.
2. The student sings one voice (melody) and 
another student sings the other voice 
(melody).
3. Half of the class sings one voice (melody) 
while the other half of the class sings 
the second voice (melody).
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Two-Voice Rhythms
The general procedures followed for two-voice 
rhythms were any or several of the following:
1. One student recites the rhythm of the 
upper line while another student recites 
the rhythm of the lower line.
2. A single student recites the rhythm of the 
upper line while clapping the rhythm of 
the lower line.
3. A single student taps the rhythm of the 
upper line with one hand and the rhythm 
of the lower line with the other hand.
Interval Drill
Interval drill is included after major and minor 
scale singing has been mastered. The intervals of the major 
second and minor second will be introduced first since they 
are included within the major and minor scales. The re­
maining intervals found within the major scale (the inter­
vals formed between the tonic pitch and the other pitches 
within the scale) are introduced and are specifically the 
perfect unison, perfect fourth, perfect fifth, and perfect 
octave. Also included within the major scale are the thirds, 
sixths, and sevenths which are major in quality. Remaining 
intervals are taught as alterations of the intervals found 
within the major scale (i.e., minor, augmented, and dimin­
ished intervals). Large intervals are also introduced as 
inversions of smaller intervals through the utilization of 
the theory of inversion.
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Intervallic drill is included in the majority of the 
daily lesson plans for both sight-singing groups. The stu­
dent is requested to do the following manipulations ;
1. The student sings the upper note of any 
given melodic interval when the lower note 
is given from the piano.
2. The student sings the lower note of any 
given melodic interval when the upper note 
is given from the piano.
3. The student recognizes and names melodic 
and harmonic intervals when the upper and 
lower notes are played from the piano.
Triad Study
The study of triads is included along with the sec­
tion of the text containing melodies including harmonic
implications. The major triad (tonic triad) is introduced 
in fundamental order, first inversion, and second inversion. 
The student is expected to do the following:
1 . Sing the major triad in fundamental order 
from the given:
a) root (1-3-5-3-1)
b) 3rd (3-1-3-5-3)
c) 5th (5-3-1-3-5)
2. Sing the major triad in first inversion 
from the given:
a) root (8-5-3-5-8)
b) 3rd C3-5-8-5-3)
c) 5th (5-3-5-8-5)
3. Sing the major triad in second inversion 
from the given:
a) root (B-5-8-3-8)
b) 3rd (3-8-5-8-3)
c) 5th (5-8-3-8-5)
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Similarly, the remaining triads are introduced as 
the students understanding of triadic singing is advanced. 
Finally, the dominant-seventh chord in root position is in­
cluded in the chordal drills.
Dominant-Seventh Chord
The dominant seventh chord (major-minor seventh) is 
introduced in fundamental order only. However, it is sung 
from the root, third, fifth, and seventh. The following is 
the suggested practice procedure for the arpeggiation of the 
dominant-seventh chord;
1. Sing the dominant-seventh chord in funda­
mental order from the root (1-3-5-7-5-3-1)•
2. Sing the dominant-seventh chord in funda­
mental order from the third (3-1-3-5-7-5-3)•
3. Sing the dominant-seventh chord in funda­
mental order from the fifth ( 5-3-1-3-5-7-5) •
h. Sing the dominant-seventh chord in funda­
mental order from the seventh (7-5-3-1-3-5-7)•
Chordal Study
Chordal study is limited, primarily, to the knowledge 
required for understanding chord-like skips. As the student 
is able to sing the triads, they are also included and re­
lated to relative triadic functions in related literature.
The following procedures were utilized for the study of 
implied chords:
1 . Student brackets outlined triads and 
seventh-chords in given melodies.
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2. Student analyzes bracketed triadic and
seventh-chord Implications.
3 . Student sings the isolated triads and
chords out of the context of the melody.
Student sings the exercise utilizing num­
bers, syllables, or pitch names as in 
the usual melodic drills.
Melodic and Rhythmic Memory
Rhythmic and melodic memory drill were also in­
cluded in the daily lesson plans. After singing certain 
given melodies two or more times, the student is to perform 
the following procedures:
1 . Sing the melody with only the rhythmic 
notation as a guide (rhythm notation is 
on a separate sheet).
2. Sing the melody with only the pitch 
notation as a guide (pitch notation is 
on a separate sheet).
3 . Sing the exercises without guides or 
helps (entirely from memory).
Harmonic Implications
As the student gains proficiency in the analysis and 
bracketing procedure, he is requested to determine chord 
quality from harmonic dictation. The following procedures 
were utilized in this facet of the training program:
1 . The instructor plays a harmonic progression 
from the piano (excluding non-harmonic 
tones).
2. Student responds by singing the chord in 
its root position.
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3. Student determines the triad factor in the 
soprano. (The student matches the soprano 
and arpeggiates down until he finds the 
root.)
The student determines the triad factor in 
the bass. (The student matches the bass 
note and arpeggiates down until he finds 
the root. The root can be determined by 
the fact that the root down to the fifth 
will be the only interval larger than the 
third.)
Dictation. Melody Completion, and 
Error Detection
It was hoped that certain difficulties which students 
experience in writing down melodies and rhythms from dicta­
tion could be avoided by avoiding faulty procedures.
The following elements were generally given in 
regard to dictation, melody completion, and error detection:
1. Meter signature.
2. Key signature.
3. Beginning pitch.
Generally, the following schedule was adhered to:
1. First playing— Student writes melody/rhythm.
2. Second playing— Student writes melody/rhythm.
3. Third playing— Student completes melody 
and rhythm and double checks his work.
k. Fourth playing— Utilized only when con­
sidered necessary, especially for the 
students who were not able to complete 
the exercise during the three playings.
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Rhythmic Dictation
The following techniques were often valuable in
rhythmic dictation:
1 . Horizontal strokes were used to indicate 
the pulse of the tempo.
2. Vertical strokes were written under the 
horizontal strokes to indicate the number 
subdivisions of each pulse.
/ // / // / / /
Finally, the actual rhythmic notation was 
written.
i n  i n  i i J
Melodic Dictation
A. Control Group
The following suggestions were made to the students 
in the control group taking melodic dictation.
1. Listen to the entire excerpt before 
writing tones down. (Sing the excerpt 
quietly in your mind.)
2. Determine whether the melody begins on 
1, 3, or 5. (Beginning with the wrong 
tone can make succeeding tones wrong.)
3. Set down the correct key signature and 
write the scale-step numbers for the dic­
tated melody. (Write the melody in nota­
tion without rhythm.)
k. Establish the meter by counting the number
of unaccented beats between the strong 
beats,
5. Determine the rhythm between the strong
beats.
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B . Experimental Group
1. Establish the pulse of the excerpt.
(Horizontal strokes may be utilized.)
2. Establish the subdivisions within the 
beat unit. (Vertical strokes may be 
utilized for this process.)
3. Listen for the melody and notate it 
using melodic syllables or numbers.
Determine proper placement of strong 
pulses for proper division into measures.
5. Notate the rhythm and pitch on the staff
and double check the results.
Melody (Rhythm) Completion
For those exercises dealing with melody completion, 
the first phrase or first measure(s) were given. The fol­
lowing procedures were then followed to complete the melody 
and/or rhythms :
1. The given phrase or measure(s) is played 
along with an additional phrase or 
measure(s).
2. A student is selected to sing the addi­
tional phrase.
3. A second student is selected to sing the 
phrase again.
If. The entire class is asked to repeat the
phrase that has been heard.
5. The class then is instructed to complete 
and notate (transcribe) the new phrase.
6. Remaining phrases are completed as the 
preceding phrases were completed.
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Error Detection
Error detection involves the student's ability to 
discover errors within an incorrectly notated melody from 
literature. The incorrectly notated version is given to the 
students (indicated "b" in the lesson plans) so that they 
may hear the correct version (indicated "a" in the lesson 
plans) and will be exposed to new literature without incor­
rect notation. The following procedures were used for error 
detection:
1. The correct version is played from the 
piano.
2. Students circle the errors contained on 
their copies. (Errors were melodic and 
rhythmic.)
3. Students rewrite the melody with correc­
tion.
The text was periodically used for error detection 
at which time the students observe the correct copy in their 
text and hear incorrect versions played from the piano.
Procedure Departures
Procedures utilized other than those described on 
the preceding pages of this outline of procedures will be 
noted on the individual plans as "Procedure Departures"
(P. D.) and will be explained in each individual situation.
APPENDIX B
DAILY RECORD OF PROGRESS OF THE SIGHT-SINGING GROUP 
UTILIZING THE "ISOLATED RHYTHM" CONCEPT
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Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
X
JL
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit |_ Page(s) IQ-II Exercise(s)j_jp
Learning Materials : Explanation of rhytkrYy rhytkm notation^  vneten signature
dnd itie function  of meter. Common note and rest values.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit L Page(s) 16 Exercise(s) I
lf»or>t I 3 +.
h J - :  T l i q
t Z 3
j J
\
4 —
1 2  3  4-
- j — ; J J --
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
VVUbW. 2.11 l-d
Book M eQaughey Page(s) fa Exercise(s) l-oi P.D. Rhytlnim only-
Error Detection:
Book Ottmqin Page(s) S  Exercisers),
MIoderaio
P»D. Rlr^ ytkim only.
Germdny
j J J i y J
pM-".. ---—
j T t "!
ly ^ j jJ ,9 ,L L L L t ^
s * a
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Renwarcl Page(s) l_ Exercise(s) l P.D.,
J jl j j j Jj- J J I r J J J j-j-J j I j-j-J- J-l-4^
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit ( Page(s)l0-ll Exercise(s) l-IO
Comments:
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Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit |_ PageCs) 10-11 ExerciseCs ) l-IO
Learning Materials : DiotaVion Prom Umi r (rKy^Wtn only). Fur+Wer explanation of Simple
time (pne and tvjo-beat" values). A Isc^  simple s-yncojpat-iom.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit Page(s) 10 Exercise(s) 4-
Meter: 1 2 3  ) 2 a 1 2 3 1 2 3  1 2 3 1 2 3
fthytbm-. 1 2  I 1 3 1 2  2 3  z 3 » 2  I
i  i  - H - J .
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Wkbk. , X 261 , , 4-
Book MflC/iiighey Page(s) 25 Exercise(s) « P.D. Rhythm only.
----------------  ' ^ Mozart; M iû u s t-
u -o-
Error Detection:
Book O H m a n  Page(s) 5 Exercise(s) 4.
Cdo^ ^  Voices
P.D. Rhylpirn only.
Beethoven
M r r r r f l f  f-i’ i t T ' u jf i  j I j j . J j j ü j
zzc r f t r p - —
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Liebertman Page(s)3q^ 40 Exercise(s) Z P.D. R h y th m  only .
- t t F - t- —t—r ----- T" t t t —t - - t - t " t r t " T j - M - 4 - - T i " i t - a - h —1—-\-j
4M
I
q  J #"0---çj-iJJ-7 ^ --- -J i- L,„, ^7— 7— ----- 1
-t-j.
— ^
# ^
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 2 Page(s)lA-zi Exercise(s) 1-15
Comments : Writing rhythm only from melodic exercises in Unit X, 
z/z z/4 2/8 2/16
3/z 3/4 3/8 8/16
4/2 4/4 4/0 V'*
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Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 2 Paee(s) iS-zt ExerciseCs),
Learning Materials : Sirnple. syncopation and \ntnodwction of half;beert values, sinqinct
tv*, voice rViyin»n«^ further explanation or divided beat 6i«nple tir^ ),
Illustration: (Benward) Unit %. PageCs) lA ExerciseCs) I
Met er :  I Z 3  1 2 3  1 2 3  ( 2 3  * 2  3  1 2 3  « 2 3
Rhyt hm:  « 2  a  « 3  » 3  3
y-i J IJ  t-i.
I 2
-V— y-
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book McGetuqliey PageCs) 25 ExerciseCs) o P.D. RhytUn only
du bei rrfp' U.S. BacWi
Error Detection:
BookLieberntcm PageCs) 61 ExerciseCs)__ 6_ P.D. RInytkm only.
a ^__
~.r~n -- a- •»— A -n-P-r
W44ÈH 4^ w - - > W 4 4 4
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Lteioermdn PageCs) 61 ExerciseCs) I P.D. RkyiiiiT) only.
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 2. PageCs) zl ExerciseCs ) \1-15
Comments: Dictation practice from UnitX, eicercisee «-6 (rhythm only).
Lesson Plan
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Music Theory 112
Section L
Date ______+
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 2. PaeeCs) 2i ExerciseCs )>I-I5
Learning Materials : Simple «yncopation^ rhytlimic os+indto, anJ rhythm,C canon.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 2 PageCs) i\ ExerciseCs ) i(
r \ 7 T W \ - M -
4
Ir  1 2 -te 3  1- +e » 3 -te + ^ 1 Z t e 3 4  i t 1 3 i e 4--to t i  a  + -to 1 z t e  3 - t t4 I 2 a  4  -te 1 3
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book McGciuqUey PageCs) ExerciseCs)l-l°>.2 -b  P.D. Rhythm only.
Betthcven-, R onÆ  a - c a p riee ic. Op. IZA   d.S. B o c k  : S u i te  no, 2  m  B  m upMWTwven- K to et o c o, u » i t s ^ --------------- — _ P n b l R Mo Z in D in o r
f r T i iiii n r y ii
S tuden t maUeff Proper 
tnfnic
Error Detection:
Book Benwctrd PageCs) K 22 ExerciseCs) 1/3 P.D.
2 Mozart: String Qt., K 00
a:
a- g-j »■ I ~ o o o. n .T> -©-“ tt"<? o-
Melody Completion: (Given: First l_ measures)€tu^ nt guested -to
Book Liebermdn PageCs) 68 ExerciseCs) 4 4  P.D. nAlti^r^pS^
jjggro_Gpirifual
j I 1 j W  I rr-^ i l N Ü i ï j t ]
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 3 PageCs)2A-3i ExerciseCs) i-to 
Comments: Tntnoduction to  rliytlrwnic s/llololes.
&$" J  J J ’/ ^  d /  J* j  J ]  (Complete m oosare t y  adding proper rh y tW c
valut witk one note only.^
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Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section L
Date S
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 5  Page(s) 2A-3I ExerciseCs)M O
Learning Materials : Sltnple syncopation^  retrograde rhytWmit canon, rinytlnrnic crescendo
And decrescendo, drill on rky+hmic syllables.Inlraduction to half-beat voiues.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 3 Page(s) ExerciseCs) I
M e te r ;  1 2 . 3  1 2 . 3  ( 2 . 3  1 2 3  1 2 3  1 2 3  1 2 3  i 2 3
R h y th m : I ( 2 3  2 3  2  |  1 2 3  2 3 1P S—4— ji J -J- ^  J ^  ^gJ' J. i.j ^
Dictation:
Literature Utilized
Book McGougkey PageCs) ExerciseCs) 5 - b  P.D. Rhythtn only.
TVie Bartered Dride, Act X (Polka. Th l) Sm et
T ‘f f  ri c r  r n r  r rsu c r  r r i f T T A r r t r ir r t j r Æ f f r
etotnci 
*P—
Error Detection: grudenf tnakes proper
.. ,, , . . . _ _ chandes in rhythmic.
Book MoHose PageCs) 12- ExerciseCs) 130, 14-6 P.D. notaWon.___________
I n- •o  o- S 2 - e - zc
Melody Completion: (Given: First I measures) , ,
S i o q  in  p o e  r h y t h m ,  m em o - 
xvc tn  tn e m o r /Book Ltebarman PageCs) 4-q ExerciseCs) 14- P.D.j^^&ASLm^
I
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 3  PageCs)qq-3\ ExerciseCs) l-IO
Comments : D ictation fro m  Unit rhy tkm  only.
R h y th m ic  s y l l a b l e s  i n c l u d e  : ( a n d  2  a n d  3 a n d  4  a n d
( -re 2  +e 3  t*  4  + e
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Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 3 Page(s) 2A- 31 ExerciseCs )M0
Learning Materials : Ujnhr-oAucVioo of quar+er-Weort" values Explanation of rhythmic, dtiq-
menta+ion. Explanation of rh y th m ic  syllables. S im p le  sy n co p a tio n .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 3 PaeeCs) 30 ExerciseCs) 5
j ~ ^  T -I Y- J D  7  7  J* I—J* Y >r J  -I-  X i ■0— #■
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
B o o k  M cGaughey P a g e C s )  26 E x e r c i s e C s )  7 - a  P . D .  R h y th m  o n ly .  
Gym. *8 in F (Movement 2)
Æ - ' - a T r  I L » f  i - m  t f T  11 3 7 3
Beethoven
Error Detection: makes proper
Book Me H ose PageCs) 5 ExerciseCs ) 14. M  P.D. nota^ .^ rhythmic
a
^ ■-■■:.... II ,   tr-fi-Jfy-I*.I ui-i J il PJn]T:i:i|.T j B ifrapagffii
MlI 3C i E2.■zr-^
Melody Completion: (Given: First _____ 2_
Book Otitnan PageCs) IB ExerciseCs) 2G
measures) ,
— 6,no with «vitaWes, numbers
P T» ond/^ letter n a m e *  before vnrit- . id . iixg exprrÀM trnm memory.
m m .
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs) 4-3-44ExerciseCs) 1-5
Comments : Dictation from -the melothc section of Unit HT util I ting only rhythmic 
natation. Counting exercices ut-ilizing the soma with emphasis on 
rhythmic eyllqbles.
R h y th m ic  s y l l a b l e s  in c lu d e  : I a  a n  d u  2 a  a n  d u  3 a  an  clu t- a  a n  d u
I to t e  t a  2 t a  t e  t a  3 t a  t e  +a +  t«  te  t a
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Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
1
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs) 43-44- ExerciseCs ) \-s 
Learning Materials : More u se  o f syncopation and half- beat values.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs) 43 ExerciseCs) I
weter: 1 0- 3 4-
pt D  j n i l
1 Z 3 4
[ j : n  j '1
1 2  3 4-
[•' ; j j: :|
1 2  3 4 1 2  3 4-
P 3 J n  y \
-d
1
«
I ord 2 3 an4 + 
ftytbm’ 1 -te 1 3 tc t
I 3 and +• 
I 3 te t
1 2 3 
1 Z 3
1 4 
1 4
\ and 2 3 and 4 
t te 2 3 te 4
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
OH m an  24-5
Book MoGcughey PageCs) le ExerciseCs) 4- a  P . D .  Kkythm only.
Tempo giusto Bartok
Error Detection: p^fer
Book Mc^ose PageCs) 6 ExerciseCs )34 58 P.D.
J.-^  ■- ? rs — r*a-J o
D
L ---------ô---------- ®----------° 6 ' 3 --------------------- t h ' r ?  " ■ ' ' " j  V  ' ' -- - - - - - -  " '
B! g) L  o  , -  .... o • o- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ^  — e - I W
1
^  - -----  “ro n\,
il
Melody Completion: (Given: First ______ I
Book Qttman PageCs) isq ExerciseCs) (36 
AlUgretto
__ measures)
P .D.  RhytHm only.
mp
Handel
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 4 Page(s)46-45 ExerciseCs) 6-io
Comments :
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Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
1
8
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 4  PageCs)4 4 - 4 5  ExerciseCs) 6 - IO  
Learning Materials : M ore en + « n siv /e  u s e  of d im in u t- io n  a n d  a u g m e n ta t io n .  X n tro d u c tio n
t e  t r i p l e t s  ànà r h y t h m i c  s y l l a b l e s  in v o lv e d .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit  PageCs) 52 ExerciseCs) 3
Ziemlich Icngsam McGaughey S chum arn  : Sym, 4, Movenient 4
lif P  I f j j  I gter:
Literature Utilized
Dictation;
Book Qttman PageCs) HA ExerciseCs) 43 P.D. Rhythm only.
M o d e ra to ____________________  ________ S c h u b e r t
A i U  J M f  f
crofo.
Error Detection: Student se e s  copy co n ta in in g  
»ncûrrcct fkytkms ana hears
Book Mc».se Page(s)_ra_ ExerciseCs ) J 6 6 J 7 2  P.P.
iS>c I i-1?4 P I Ifr rf |J C
ÎF é\*
Melody Completion: (Given: First _______\__
Book QHmdti PageCs) \14 ExerciseCs) 4\ 
Lively ______
measures)
P.D. UhytVxm only.
ifer
s' wrw.
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs)ss-56 ExerciseCs)
Comments : }  J}/JSn/J}SD/JDn/ (Tap meter V<ith one hand, ta p  rhythm with other hand.
'  Practice dictation with other members of ctes&)
Rhythmic cyllaWes include: I an du & an  du a  an du
'  I la le a  la  le  3  la le
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Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 5 Page(s)55- 5>6 ExerciseCs ) l-b
Learning Materials : W\ore eitVensWe use of quarter-beat values, IVitrcduc+ion -te compound
rbythm (.cKytfimvc syllables) (,/s 9/^  iz/#.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 5 5  ExerciseCs ) Example
RWytbmic sy lla b le s ;
( a on du 
I to -Va •
2  o on du 
•2- ta te  to
5 a an d u  4
a to  t e  to  4
ot oin du 
to te to
Dictation:
Literature Utilized
Book McQaugbey PageCs) 52 ExerciseCs) 5 P.D. Rbytbm only.
Allegro osso i m Beethoven: Sonata m tMolor^Op.^, 3ftU q  a i .  t  ue o tnc . o i  >n v
i n . |, „ , , 1 m J f l lr f f i r f iT j ^
Error Detection: student mokes p ro p ^
Book WlcHose PageCs) 15 ExerciseCs ) 175.170 P.D. nZ^îonT rhythm.c
a
f'l f~ff~r f j*
15=2=5=2: ■0— 0-nZ3SS=Z:Z3210-°4nO zcsz;-£2 lU
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Oltmah PageCs) 17 ExerciseCs) 54 P.D. Rby-lhm onljv. 
Allegro —  —  —  ^  ------- - ------------
3
f mf f ff
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 6 PageCs )67-58 ExerciseCs )_ZdL
C o m m e n ts :  Rby+km ic s y l l a b l e s  in c lu d e  : I on  du  Z an  d u / l  ta  on ta  d a ta  2 to antq du ta
■ ' ' » la  te Z la le /  » ta  la to Ae to  2 ta W to te ta
Lesson Plan
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Section
Date J£L
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs ) 57-59 ExerciseCs )t- il
Learning Materials : More evitensiv/e use of compound time ond achaustrve drill
in sim ple su b -d iv is io n .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 5  PageCs) 5 7  ExerciseCs) q
j j J J I. #-9—«■
» i + i të 3 i të 3 \<x te ta 4 t e  -ta 4e 4a te  t(Ci te  to
J- J' J I i j '  r m  J 1 1
1  te  3  +a t e  f  et 4- i ï ë  9  ^I te » te  3
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Ottmctn PageCs) IVA ExerciseCs) 6 P.D. Rhythm nnly.____
Wleqto mojerdto.  ___  ___  ________ M a y e r b e e r
f <  >
i 2:
Error Detection: The es+ineito i<. giuen to
student and he is +« complete
Book BenvKtrd PageCs) 30 ExerciseCs) 6 P.D. the pigyad phytkw.
— -j»- #1 ^ J gjf . . Î  ^ J ■ Ji i
Melody Completion: CGiven: First ______2z_____  measures). .  ^ .
Only Ip itc h  IS g iven  studeim.
Book OHman PageCs) Ik ExerciseCs) si P.D.
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit fe PageCs) 7i ExerciseCs) l'7
Comments :
Lesson Plan
9^
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Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 6 Page(s) 71 Exercise(s)j27
^ e i g W t e r - q u a r t e r  a /g
Learning Materials : More «advanced exercises m syncopation: « q u a rte r  -V>«ilf- q u a rte r  in A/4 
quarter-VvAlf in 2/4-
Illustration: (Benward) Unit_^ Page(s) 7i Exercise(s)_
Meter: 1 2 3 4 - ‘ 2 ? > 4 l 2 3 4 - 1 2 3  4 1 2  3 +
M--- -- ï-------- j  /  j ' .; - J j l  " 'j ~2~
IR t and 3 am) qni hytVim: I te 3 te. teà 3 3 4- 2 3 + 1 Ond and 3 + 1 te te 3 4 1 g 3 an«l and l 2  3 te te 1l
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benuuard Page(s) 71 ExerciseCs) 7 P.D. Rhythm only.
j j j i  J i u n  j u  I j z ± i
 , , ,     ' ' --------XLX-
Error Detection:
Book R>nvA/«apd Page(s) 73 Exercise(s) 3. 
Car«^ en (Carmen's Dan«=e9
Stu«Jeot s e e s  copy Oootnin- 
1110 incorrect rhym m s an d  
h ea rs  c o r r e c t  eK cerpt an«j 
P  »D «  C Q r r e « ? t g  Vli«a c o p y -______
Bizet
r Ü f f  r J ü  I [ L r . [J  r. I. r f i:^ C Î I
f r T,,Ü J ^ U - r  I L J ^
Melody Completion: (Given: First i measures) . „ . . .Only pitch «4 0 w e n  s t u d e t i t .  
ite. fn u s t  d e te r m in e  rh y th m
Book Bftniii/oipd Page(s) 73 Exercise(s) \ .Z  P.D.Pram «hctatien
Bach: A Migh+y F o rtre ss  ()vorak: Wew World Symphony
fe:-e ee. H  ,1,. ' "fljJji M , ,110:.^ .^.)^ / [rfpif-rrrMrfM
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit la P: .eCs) 72 Exercise(s) 8-J2^  
Comments ;
95
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Section
Date JZ.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit L> Page(s) 72 ËxerciseCs)8->2
Learning Materials : Mere jriU on syocopaVioo, rhythmic Olugmentation (wirit-ing
rhythms in different meter^.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 6 Page(s) 72. Exercise(s)_8_
J  J J J J I  J J J J J I J J J  J.
i É
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book McWoee Page(s) Exercise(s )S6.4-1 P.D. Rhythm only.
p. Scdricitti W. Mosdrt
\*, -m ,  , _ J ,Tl— ■' JTL"., If D»4r
a
Error Detection:
Book Benward Page(s) 73 Exercise(s ) 4-
The Wonderen COp. 00/ K)o. l)
S t u d e n t  m a k e s  p r o p e r  
_  _  c h a n g e s  in  rh y th m ic  
P . D  .  n o t  o f  io n .
Schubert
^  - j’-..l - Q  J U  .1. L f .. '*• r.T- ,„r..fj-LX..r f ^
-o o '■a -a  o — e- (9"O'" 'O '
“c sr
Melody Completion: (Given: First 1 measures)
Book Benward Page(s) 74- Exercise(s) i\ P.D. Rhythm only. 
Prelude Ho, 17/ VUell Tempered Klawier B ach
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 7 Page(s)63-84- Exercise(s) 1-5
Comments :
96
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Section __ 1
Date 13
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 7 PageCs ) 63 - 84- ExerciseCs ) >-5 
Learning Materials : The beat unit in triplets.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 7 Page(s) 63 Exercise(s)
J . '  J> j=--] j  j  T " J  j  1' ~ ' j ;  j i -  ' j -  ■ ■
-4
( J I 2 and 3 1 and a 1 Z an du 3 1 arvi a
I a +e 2> i +e 3 i 2 la le 3 te 3
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward Page(s) 8 3  Exercise(s) 2  P.D. R h y tb m  only.
Error Detection: s tu d e n t makes p ro p e r
_  , ^  ^  ^ _  . / N - ,  ^  _ chdnges in rh y th m ic
Book Bentrt/mrd Page(s) 86 Exercise(s) 3  P.D. notation.__________
j j l  J J. J r I i J
-^-4-
Melody .Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Thomson Page(s) 105 Exercise(s) 4 P.D. Rhythm only.
0, v igoraso .
" T  T 4 — - 4 - T T Y 1 p ; ... ■ 4 - i = f 1 ~
^ 7
■jànz
4 ^  W  ■
3
- j r -
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 7 Page(s)84'65 Exercise(s) 6-10
Comments :
Lesson Plan
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Section
Date
1
J±.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 7 Page(s) 8^-95 ExerciseCs )6-io
Learning Materials: Continuation of beat u n it in trip lets, ^ rnpo mol i c o t  ions
not In Benvyard (se e  com m en ts).
Illustration: (Benward) Unit_7_ PageCs) 84- ExerciseCs ) 6
J J W U J . L j .  J' . U  j j.j;.J- j
Literature Utilized Each phrase » p lay ed
twee fcUowcd ty twvc 
playings of the. en tire
Book Thomson PageCs) log ExerciseCs) 20 P.D. rhythm only.
Dictation:
Rameau
Error Detection: '
Book Benwanrl PageCs) "75 ExerciseCs ) 14-
Hoycjn; Little P ieoes, Wo. 7
S tu d en t m ahee p ro p e r 
c h a n g e s  in  rhy thm ic
P.D. noVat-lon._______ __
0 : f C r
A  ,  f ,  1— i — f— ■f P ' J " 'J ^  ~1— r = ^ I ) -  1If'! f r r 1
Melody Comp:Letion: (Given: First I m
* * J j
easures)
- s U - - - - II
Book Tbomsen PageCs) 132 ExerciseCs) 24- P.D. Rhythm only.
Moderato Brabms
l ^ ' J ' Ï Ï T î f j l 1
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 8 PageCs)% - %  ExerciseCs) I-10
Comments : Tempo indications (not in Benward)'- Definitions of —  largbissim o (very broad), 
largo (brodd), lento (clow), adagio (*low), andan te  (walWng)^ m odera to  
(m oderate)^ a l le g r e t to  ( r a th e r  fast), a lleg ro  (fas t)^  vivace (lively), 
preste (very fa s t) , p restissim o  (very, very fa s t) , also ritardando, ritenub, 
accelerandg , e tc . r in d  examples of th e  above in l i t e r a t u r e .
Lesson Plan
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Section
Date _15L
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 8 PageCs) 46,-48 ExerciseCs) i-lo 
Learning Materials : More extensive oirid e/ptanotion of
compourvQ -v-ione.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 8 PageCs) A6 ExerciseCs)Ek.
m  m
U I an du  on d u
I Id le- Z  l<=) le
t +o on +o du to  Î- +a dn +a du ta
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book MoHoge PageCs) 16 ExerciseCs) Z07 P.D. RhvtV>m only.
jj J J j J J Ï 3 :r-f
Error Detection:
Book Benward PageCs) 105 ExerciseCs) 20
Student mdkts prop-er 
cVionqes \n rKytkmic 
P.D. notat-ian.____________
Melody Completion: (Given: First I measures)
BookWalton & Wilson PageCs ) 156 ExerciseCs) 31 P.D. RhytKm only- 
Allegro ^ _____     ^ _____________  Jlopuiegiun j >lkniicul Ü  u-
r e  i f  j $ ;  r f j i M  yi
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 6 PageCs)46-q6 ExerciseCs) 1-10
Comments :
99
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Section ___[_
Date :_____
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 8 Page(s)96-48 ExerciseCs)HO
Learning Materials: extensive- u se  and fu rth er ex p la n a tio n  of co m ­
pound tim e and rhythm ic, sy lla b le s .
Illustration: . • (Benward) Unit 0 PageCs) 96 ExerciseCs)
y A JTj y rP)'-{ ;ii;77rJ7| F||
1 to le  2  le 1 la  2  kt 1 la le 2  le la le h  le I la le Z le I le 2  le 1 la le  2  le 1 lo l e  Z
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book MfcHose PageCs) IT ExerciseCs) 228 P.D. Rhythm only.
te
f ' L U
Error Detection: S tu d e n t m ckes p ro p e r
c h a n g e s  In r h y t h m i c
Book McHose PageCs) lb ExerciseCs )23.103 P.D. notation. ________
t o I z=g
r-
' 7 -0-
P-
. : c: .'..lir,', J.z # -0—^--- P- = t o - K  -4-:-- 1
Melody Completion: (Given: First _____
Book McHose PageCs)  ExerciseCs)
i . __ measures)
S tu d e n t  mu&t d e t e r .  
P . D . wine meter s i g n a t u r e .
J '
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit 1 PageCs) 1^5 ExerciseCs) 1~10
Comments : Midterm exam and completion of Unit HC.
9'T  ^  J J i ^  J«|/"j J. i  J. j y J  J^ C p ic ta tio n  from  tapping only-)
KlcHos  ^ p. ex. ZZ7.
100
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Section
Date J2.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit I PageCs) i-8 ExerciseCs)AH
Learning Materials : M e W i e s  c o n ta in in g  Mo m c y o r - s c o le  o r i e n t a t i o n  anc t tWo u t i l i ­
z a tio n  o f  numntere a n d  s y l l a b l e s  In v e la t io n s n ip  -to s c a l e  t o n e s
Illustration:
Baob
(Benward) Unit 1 PaeeCs) 5 ExerciseCs) S
Wc&aughey 56 ®
___________ O nly  G o j on Itigjln Be. Glory
i #*■ ' ^ W #
Nè
S c a le  S i.n g in q  wwf'tln W um bens
' J J z=z
etc.
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book QHnnnn Page(s) 5_ ExerciseCs) I P.D._
z z l
Error Detection:
Book Benward PageCs)__
a
ExerciseCs) I P.D.
Z3E
Melody Completion: (Given: First  L measures)
Book Qttmcto PaeeCs) 6 ExerciseCs) 7 P.D..
J:J J I. I' 3 < jW  i i j J  J.r J J J jl ) ^ i J
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit I PageCs) 4 ExerciseCs) 1-13
Comments ;
101
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Section
Date _18_
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit I PageCs) A ExerciseCs)l->3
Learning Materials: Singing rncÿor triads^  reccan itio ri o f t r i a d  fa c to r  >n -soprano, ex p la n ­
a tio n  o f melodic -e rro r  d  e te c t i  o n /m e  I od ic d ic ta tio n -
Illustration:
Peasant Dance
(Benward) Unit L PageCs) s ExerciseCs) 5
Ottman . ~f
Bach
i l  j  j  i l J  r  r r r - r ^ i T " - !
Canon for 4- 'Joices
1 ^ .  J.-j— j.
Haydn
m
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book O t + r n d t  
-J  7. II n
\ ]^ ageC:
)
3) 7 Exerci
”TT^'
seCs) 13 P .D.
...  ) I
-4^ —J J <1 J- 
d
=3:.±: E = ^ E L X ^ E f — 4 4 ^ * ' I — : J J  .1
Error Detection:
Book Benward PageCs) 2. ExerciseCs) 6
a
a #
P.D.
-a-
t _ _ g .
Melody Completion: (Given; First ______ 1
Book Ottman PageCs) -7 ExerciseCs)__
Modewte
__ measures) 
P.D._____
I  f• i Ji[ F"i-j i| j B
f ------------ ----
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit a  PageCs) 12-18 ExerciseCs) AU
Comments :
4 r\n
I V C .
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
i.
ja.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 2. PageCs ) 12-18 ExerciseCs )j^
Learning Materials: Introduction "to all forms of minor scales and "tlievr relation­
ships To syllables: and numerals.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit__ PageCs) 8. q ExerciseCs ) 14,24
Allcqro M oderato O ttm a n
r  i l
Smetand
m
Gracefully and Lively  ^ * 3 5 < 5 3 z i
bt
Brahms
L f  r |: I!. T :
E 1 1 3 + 5 6 5" f e 7 fe S h> 5 5 1 Z 34 - 5 S 5 5  3 Z I
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Ottman PageCs) 7 ExerciseCs) 15 P.D._____________
Andante
0 — 0.0 0 . T~W u m f  fn T
Denmark
Error Detection:
Book Liejjermqn PageCs) 60 ExerciseCs) \ P.D. 
Animate» Ralarcl
h.__ ~rrfr ,-n r^ “— t— I t
pk. ""'71
-4 - L_el_l 1 ' j J
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book O ttm an  PageCs) 7  ExerciseCs) 14- P.D.,
In I n l r r  rjlii
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 2. PageCs) la ExerciseCs)
Comments :
103
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Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 2 Page(s) lA ExerciseCs)M2
Learning Materials : S 'm cjing  -vine m m cr tn ia d ^  r e c o g n i t io n  o f  t r i a d  f a c t o r  in
Soprano,
Illustration: (Benward) Unit L  PageCs) 8.4 ExerciseCs)l t
1 z
'■~r.- -
3 4- 
r ■
3 2- I 7 I 
1 . . 1 .
2 3 4-
• f*i
5 4- s 3- \
as .ra 
o d
rP--------
e.
nra -■Ml— re - 
d
_aa__ii— do_
C b c
~r&
d
mi" ■TO-
e f
" i ■" ■
. j£al_
3
-iro,-
#
mi
e
Ta -'do 
d c
1
— :— ----V— = ± = i i = — p:--- a::;---J —
. Kf" '-F— — »— -----
T — ^ -tjr —
— d—
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book McHose PageCs) 7 ExerciseCs) 1 P.D._
Error Detection:
Book U&k&rman PageCs) 47 ExerciseCs).
Arv^nVirvo _____
4- P.D.
SchuVserT
j ^ia±
gj3 g g g À=j-2p- a
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Me Hose PageCs) ExerciseCs) 67 P.D,_
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 3  PageCs) 2^-27 ExerciseCs) Alt
Comments ;
1 0 4
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
s e c t i o n
Date J21
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit g> PageCs) 22-27 Exercise(s) AH 
Learning M a t e r i a l s  zTandTC tncids outlined, singing 'ike major triad from tUe.
to o ty Srdy And 5 th  (a ls o  m in o r  t r i a d ) .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 3 P a g e ( s ) 28 ExerciseCs)h \
I------------ - ---------
-4
u
----------------#-------
---- •--— --#-------# '1 ' ' '— J
P
Literature Utilized
Dictation;
Book Benward PageCs) 34- ExerciseCs) 14- P.D.
C lem en ti '. 'T ru m p e t C all'' S o n a ta
T
Error Detection;
Book Thomson PageCs) 64- ExerciseCs ) 32
G iar^n t; P ro tes tan t Hymn
P.D.
m f'pfiit
Melody Completion: CGiven: First measures)
Book Thomson PageCs) 73 ExerciseCs) e P.D.,
i
Assignment Made: CBenward) Unit 3 PageCs)28-21 ExerciseCs) All
Comments :
105
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Section  L
Date 22
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 3 Page(s ')2S-29 ExerciseCs ) All
Learning Materials: Determining +Vie triad focTor In tV>e soprano, recogni­
tion of major and minor triads, singing the X andT tr iads.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit___ PageCs)______  ExerciseCs)__
0-------------------------------- -— #— --------
uh  ^
--- # , . #--- ---
Literature Utilized
Dictation:'
Book Benward PageCs) 34 ExerciseCs) 15 P.D._
Aron. - Dona Nolo% Racem
f i H - r
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) 03 ExerciseCs) 29
Wandet 2»
Mz
P.D.
i i
liHSl ZSL
Melody Completion: (Given: First  I
Book T h o m so n  PageCs) 57 ExerciseCs) 15
Hungary___________________ _ _______
__ measures) 
P.D._______
P 'f w 1=Z S j 'jz -m &zzz
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 4  PageCs)92"38 ExerciseCs) All
Comments ;
06
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section ____(_
Date ______2â.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 4 PageCs ) 32-38 ExerciseCs ) All
Learning Materials; I and X  Triads (outtined)^  arpeggios ŸiUed in with neighbor
Tones an d  p a s s in g  T o n e s .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit  PageCs)  ExerciseCs)__
Melody P itc h es  on ly
ZEJL
Rhythm on\y.
r L L T  n T  i m - u r
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward PageCs) 34- ExerciseCs) II P.D. 
Haydn; S y m .  * 1 0 1 m  D K/Ufior
t e Î m g
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) 80 ExerciseCs) 19 P.D._
Brahmsa _
-- ------h----- !■■■... —1—1-+----------- h— 1—:—r~i—H
1 J  J  J . i^  . j  .6
Melody Completion; (Given; First measures)
Book Thom*ion PageCs) 79 ExerciseCs) \5 P.D.,
Bach: Minuet_________ _________
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs)94-42ExerciseCs) AU
Comments ;
107
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section ___ \_
Date _____ 24-
Assignment Covered; (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs)59-42 ExerciseCs)__
Learning Materials : Sinqinq climinirshed tr io d s  (also minor or mqiorV smqind
oina outlining -the 3T, and vii'.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs)34.4-1 ExerciseCs)l.I
-0— #- ■'T^'Or
r  *2: VI i°
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Thomson PageCs) 83 ExerciseCs) 2A P.D.,
*
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) "75 ExerciseCs) 2- P.D._
Bec^oven
J  ■ j  J .-
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book_TjQOûQ5ûû___ PageCs) <44 ExerciseCs) P.D.,
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs)46-5l ExerciseCs)
Comments :
08
Lesson Plan Music Theory 11 2
Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit g PaaeCs) 4-6-51 ExerciseCs)_
Learning Materials : Outlining the and'sr c-hora*/ po&itions of the mgtop
triad on d -fijced -rone.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 46 ExerciseCs) 2.
M o z a r t :  Minuet in f
g
nr
-e #-
root 3rd
Literature Utilized
Bth
Dictation:
Book Benwnnd PageCs) 4-6 ExerciseCs) £.
Von W eher: Der F rftich u t»  Overture ______
P.D.
Error Detection;
Book Ottmqn PageCs) 67 ExerciseCs ) 2oi P.D. 
ftllearo Bra h m g
i-f |I r J ?  r j|ff ri^ r
J | f J n r f  j| Cf f| r r r i | Y f ^ ^
Melody Completion; (Given: First 0- measures)
Book T hom son PageCs) flS ExerciseCs) 8 6  . P.D.,
Bartok
j j . |  J J A| l-^ L U-j  J J l  f j p
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs)53 ExerciseCs).
Comments :
109
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Section
Date
Assignment Covered; (Benward) Unit 5 Page(s)53-56 ExerciseCs)__
Learning Materials: Sinqinci and-sr -triads, o u t l in in g+he -as:
dnd -triads.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 53 ExerciseCs)
1 3  5 * 1 4L. »  Iasr
E 7 Z  -7 s 
I___________________I
I g F 9 .
■
Dictation:
Literature Utilized
Book Ben war <d PageCs) 40 ExerciseCs) IS P.D._______________
Bull - TVie Hunting Jigg ____________________
r ' l ' T T d ^ i ^ u i
Error Detection:
Book Xhomson PageCs) 54- ExerciseCs) 3
S c  H u b e rt-  Andantino
P.D.
J  ■ j - | ;
r ^ M = r : = r f
b
-----------r- - |9 - - - 1—F r — p — •- — P-- m— — f — w— - — v~# 4  ^  r - f - ----^ r — i------ u  , . r . ^
Melody Completion: (Given: First Ik measures)
Book T hom son  PageCs)j% 2_ ExerciseCs) ^ P.D._
Sdhubcpt- Seberzando
n  T O r r£
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit 6 PaseCs)54-66 ExerciseCs)
Comments :
Lesson Plan
1 ! 0
Music Theory 112
Section
Date jn.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 6 PageCs) 59- 66 ExerciseCs) .
Learning Materials: More x^erc:sesy interval drill and dictation
Cimojor and  rmnor 2nds and  3 r d s ) .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 6  PageCs) 6 +  ExerciseCs) I
" ,  b #"tnr g *, :•o- up Ma. - rvia. — Nl* y etc.
Literature Utilized
Dictation;
Book BenWard PageCs) 63 ExerciseCs) C2.0
H andel -  S a r a  laan je
P.D.
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) 103 ExerciseCs) â .
Schumann
P.D.
J 11 )  I JJ  IJJ J j j |J fJ' I i"- j - J ^  .J l . |:.J J~j_i
Melody Completion: (Given: First I measures)
Book TV-»&mg&n PageCs) 75 ExerciseCs) 7- P.D.,
BeetVioveo ________________ _ ____________
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 6 PageCs)67-72ExerciseCs)
Comments :
1 1 1
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 6  Page(s) 67-72 . ExerciseCs)___
Learning Materials: Pos]f\or>$ o f  -tine m'lmor tn o d  o n  d »^x.ed tone/ c in g in g  qnd
oLftlining 1/35^31, ao4 vU‘ c^no^dsy clr>ora ojuality  d i s c r i m in a t io n .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 6 PaeeCs) 67. 68 ExerciseCs) L (
c»_ . :#3r
root 3rd 5th
_i I_________
-# #-
jsr vii"
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benwqrd PageCs) 6l ExerciseCs) 13- P.D._
B eethoven: in E R a t
M r
Error Detection:
Book O ttm a n  PageCs) 9 2  ExerciseCs) 2.44
So’y^t - Soën4
P.D.
Melody Completion: (Given: First I measures)
Book Ot+mcin PageCs)UA ExerciseCs) 43 P.D.
S chubert _______________
& T  I f' c f J i f  M  JI i J J J ^1J J JJ jlff r f f  I j j w
(I  ^ crecc. ^
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit ~7 PageCs)73-00ExerciseCs)
Comments :
112
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered; (Benward) Unit 7 Pa£e(s)73-6o ExerciseCs)_
Learning Materials : La rqer meWic leat>s^  more difficult sinqinq
d im in is h e d  t r i a d  fro m  n o o t, 3 rd / a n d  5tVi. S y lla b ic /n u m b e r  d r i l ls .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 7 PageCs) 80^7^ ExerciseCs) LI
-O 0-
roeft 6th
 ^See CO mnnents belovw,^
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Ben\A/Qpd PageCs) 73 ExerciseCs) S P.D. 
MessidW CWby Vbthe \iat\onO ^  .r  It Hctndel
Error Detection:
Book Ottman PageCs) H  ExerciseCs ) 24-5 P.D._
liuste
^ ^ f f-f — 'F f S r
BartoK
y  ^ J J-
- )à ç ----^4 pT' —  >— +—
" W  -^ --1
— — f - f -
,, , 1
-y j'-:
-
J
Melody Comp] 
Book Ottman
.etion:
Pag(
1 ^
(Given:
2 ( S )  1 3 5
U t = M
First
Exercis
1 mea. 
,eCs) <^ û P.D.
3ures)
el -—
C«n motev o niKio   — - ----   ^ ----------------------------- ^ ------------ ^  ^ S c h u b e r t
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 7 PageCs)60-82ExerciseCs)
Comments: Student sinqs from tbi^  qivetn cbart;
I ------- '
Lesson Plan
113
Music Theory 112
Section L
Date _____ 30
Assignment Covered; (Benward) Unit ~7 PageCs) 80-62. ExerciseCs).
Learning Materials : Sin^mg and Outlining tWe ü  ^anal vii® triads^
chord equality (dent i-hicqtion»
Illustration; (Benward) Unit v PageCs) 8o ExerciseCs)
g ::a
11
g
Dictation:
Literature Utilized
Book BenWoind PageCs) 75 ExerciseCs) 14- P.D.
L ittle  Pieces, V)o. 1 Haydn
iïX~f  ^ f I J  p f   &l r f r
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) IZ'Z. ExerciseCs) 6 P.D..
2- M oderate Germany
"7 n i-n  " — n " —r -■+ ,  ■1- -----1— 1-7: — — I ' l l * V ■“
1
j :  J l U ■ J 'V — # —J --- ---jr-a "d  d—
mf
Melody Completion: (Given: First _____ 2=______  measures)
Book Ottman PageCs) 49 ExerciseCs) 144 P.D._______
u
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit 0 PageCs) 86-42ExerciseCs )_
Comments :
114-
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section ___ \_
Date _____5i.
Assignment’Covered; (Benward) Unit g PageCs)86-42 ExerciseCs)___
Learning Materials: More exercises without modo •«■Hon-Xn-terval
driW^ add f mal to n e  io melody (k ey  R eeling),
Illustration: (Benward) Unit_  PageCs)______  ExerciseCs)__
Isolatecl Intervals
±z:m ---IH4*-
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benword PageCs) 97 ExerciseCs) 6 P.D.,
R em errtbirance^ Op. 63, No. 2.
IJ j N ' jl f ,j)-4  jl jj I j j M  J IN #
Brahms
I-3:
Error Detection;
Book Ottmgrv PageCs) 1^7 ExerciseCs) 67
a
P.D.
ft-f P - ' V l f-Cf
Brahms
^ f  [: [f-Cf ( f'k cf f r l J , li^ f. C I W  f ^ l -Cff ij [fl ^ , I
Melody Completion: (Given: First J=- measures)
Book Thotnfvson PageCs) ISO ExerciseCs) %8 P.D._
England
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 8 PageCs)45-95 ExerciseCs )
Comments :
Lesson Plan
115
Music Theory 112
Section
Date
1
52
Assignment Covered; (Benward) Unit 8 PageCs) AS-A5 ExerciseCs)__
Learning Materials: F^ sltions of the TC? chord ( T y -
singing 1 /  iy and vii® chords.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 8 PageCs) 43 ExerciseCs)__
I B 7 a 4- Z. 4 %  7
71;
---------— ----------- --------------- ....^ ......  _
h------ » ------- ;------ -------# -------- :----- »------ ----------- f ------0 ----------- ------ #---- Î -------
t
'J_______ i î ------ # ------Î -------------------------------
4 7 5  7 » 4- Z
- " ■■■■■'— ' ^ "" » 
4- Z 7 e  7 % t-
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward PageCs) 96 ExerciseCs) 3 P.D._
Soncrta in C Movement haydn
Error Detection;
Book Ottrmn PageCs) 14-5 ExerciseCs) \\t P.D.,
Î A , V U S ^ L «
Melody Completion: (Given: First 1 measures)
Book Thnm^nn PageCs) ExerciseCs) %4- P.D._
Moderato_________  ____ Brahms
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit_
Comments :
PageCs). ExerciseCs)
APPENDIX C
DAILY RECORD OF PROGRESS OF THE SIGHT-SINGING GROUP 
UTILIZING THE "TRADITIONAL" CONCEPTS
117
Section
DateLesson Plan Music Theory 112 _________
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit |_ PageCs ) 1-6 ExerciseCs).
Learning Materials : Charge, of ^one timbney aropliVuae^ volu»vie, ove«'tonesy «cale
•Ringing nurft'oer&. tondiacVor'c e^crt for 3/4y anct 4/4. Melod*cv containing ho Icoys (&caWw»e
Illustration: (Benward)_Unit__\_ PageCs) I ExerciseCs) I
i i)^ ' r .1 J I J  I— 4
I t T Ù s Z I » WI T 0 5
do t\ la 9«l
C B A 6
4- fa ■ F
3m'l
£
G«ot
o
G
Soto
jS), r . .W s «t , J — J  J
« 7 6 s
elo ti la sol
C B tA  G
4 4 3.
fa fq mi
F  F e
2 3 4-4
rS T! fa faF F F F
3, 2 l
nru re do
E o c
Literature Utilized
Dictation;
Book Benward PageCs) ^  ExerciseCs) 6 P.D..
Only God on Hl^h Be Glot-y ____________________ Bacin
J j -  - j— j-J J - jl # #'
Error Detection:
Book Ottman PageCs) 6_ ExerciseCs ) 7 P.D..
bzsz
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Otbman PageCs)__^  ExerciseCs) I P.D..
I V  j j j  j |; J J | j J I J^ja
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit I PageCs) 7-8 ExerciseCs)___
Comments : FVqctice singing with scale numioers/ syllables^  dncJ/op letter naines.
118
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section  %_
Date _____ 2^
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit l_ PageCs) 7-S ExerciseCs)__
Learning Materials: Melodies contoiininq easy  leoips. A dditional work with con­
ductor's beat.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit i PageCs) ~r. e ExerciseCs) I.Ex.
------------;----- ------------j------
1-------- :---- :— —
------------J------
-------«-----------
3 5- -
."a
liSJh . ---- -------- e------ z— ft — JJ
^ T  *. 3 4 F S T B
c
re
D e t
Literature Utilized
tl
9
Dictation:
Book Beniwafj PageCs) ExerciseCs) 5
Peasqot Dance
. P.D._________
p H - f  f j H  U I J j J h  r f I t  I- j J I'
BacIn
Error Detection:
Book O ttm a n  PageCs) 7 ExerciseCs) 15 P.D.
«... ^- # - 9 — r r i - i  1F F S - 1  { 4 1 1 '
Partnk
—1— i(fc $—J  J  J  J
_c — W - —J  J — II
I't imïïTT'j i ifinfcncigi,-j ;ij a j j n b  j
• f mf .'p
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Ottman PageCs) 7 ExerciseCs) 16 P.D.,
VAeierctto
— pi— f t ■ h r
rati.
-r— F T 0 » -  n--!- j
jermary
I I I- "J 
____ 1 - - 4 - # j j #
4
- j - # -
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit PageCs) 4 ExerciseCs).
Comments : Practice singing witV^  *cale numbers, sy liable^  and /«r better nqmes.
Lesson Plan
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Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit (__ Page(s) 4 Exercise(s)AH
Learning Materials : pictation «c.«le inumbcir* or only. Etnphas»^  m
scale s+eps \'3 -5 .
Illustration; (Benward) Unit I Page(s) 4 ExerciseCs) \~4
[L/- ...... ---------- a-------
-A — 'c"~ "•*'---- ------ .. * -éN 4# é
* 3 G 3 1
do m\ to\ *ri do
c E e g c
^  (S \r> q  in  m cH O r t r i a d s )^  O P 0  &
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Otiman PageCs) 8 ExerciseCs) M  P.D.,
Mlegto Moderrtti) Gmevana
i*)- r i f I
Ü mf
Error Detection:
Book Qtimqn
3. Allegro
be
PageCs ) 7 ExerciseCs) \4- P.D.
Me>ci<ic>
mp
r i l u r j l r
Melody Completion: (Given: First _______ 4
Book Otfmcin PageCs) 7_ ExerciseCs) I5_
A n d a n t e , —    ~  ^ _  _
measures)
P.D.
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit I PageCs)io~H ExerciseCs)______
Comments : Practice singling only witin syllable nam es or letter names without nota­
tion on tbe staff, rracticc whb other members of the- class.
120
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section ___
Date ______ ±_
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit (_ Page(s) 10-11 ExerciseCs)_
Learning Materials : Sinqlocj meWies from tWe numbers, syllables,, und/or
l e t t e r  n a m e s .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit [_ PaeeCs) \o ExerciseCs) i
Meter; 1 2 . 3 4  1 2  3  4  I 2 3 4 -  1 2 - 3 4 -  1 2 3 4 -
_4_^-----------j ----- 1 J  1 . . J  ..| .j_. . | J 1- (g Z. «9» - - f
1 'T. a \ 1 3 1 2  3 4
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Oitman PaeeCs) ^ ExerciseCs) 24 P.D.,
GpctcefuUy and lively      Germany (Bruhrns)
j' / I v^n■ i ' € r r W r f n - P w i
Error Detection;
Book McMose PaeeCs) 7 ExerciseCs) 1 P.D
I  an d  "SCa
ati jJ ç-rilfLfl| ^ l| ; ^
Melody Completion: (Given: First 2. measures)
Book McHo&e PageCs)_2£_ ExerciseCs) 67 P.D.,
g
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 2. PaeeCs) 12-16 ExerciseCs)
Comments ; Rhythm; l and Z-beoT values.
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 2. Page(s) 12-16 ExerciseCs)_
Learning Materials : ExplanaHon of rhythm, rhythm notaVion, meter signature, ahd
th e  function «f m eter. C om bine leap s  with to n ic  t r i a d .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit % Page(s) 1% ExerciseCs) V
I  J•w ' -J5- 1 5  1 5
sol do sol do Sol
S________C G C G
2-
re
P
' 7do ti 
C B
fe 5 4 3
Id Sol ftj mi
h 6 F E
5 + 3.
Sol fa Ml
G F E
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward Page(s) 2H ExerciseCs) P.D._
C l A l k b k . ) ____________________  _______
22:
Error Detection:
Book OH m on PageCs) 5  ExerciseCs),_ P.D,
Ten nessee
I p
b
P" 0-t
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Ottman PageCs) 6 ExerciseCs) 8 P.D._
r ^ j  J I J J IJ  f r Tr i l  I i  J "I I~^
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit 2- PageCs) \7-l8 ExerciseCs)______
Comments: P rac tic e  s in g in g  w ith  le t te r  nam es^ n u m b e rs , a n d  / o r  « y llaU ec . P ra c t ic e  
«lic't'ation w ith  o th er memloers of t h e  c la s s ,
j  J ] /  j  J J J )/ J ]  fff^l J  CRhythmic d ic ta t io n -  Me Goughey^ p .6 , m ^erase l-« ^
122
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
bate
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 2. PageCs) 17-10 ExerciseCs). 
Learning Materials : Tônio ir>iact Wffh scaiewise passages. Harmonie, ond
metodic minor-
Illustration: (Benward) Unit__  PageCs)_____  ExerciseCs).
Harmonic Minor:
= ............ . ................ ............. ^  ,*.9 -rfEai ^ 1: — 1----------= z=
Q
I Z - a + S - f c  -7 1 7  ( , 5 4 3
, ... U  +1 re uni ia \n «. ft, oit rC tjo
We\oAlc Minor; B C t> E P  A G''*^ F E" 0 C
z »
‘S
I a. 3 4- e fr 7 1
la ti (b re mi fi Iq
ff B C D E F* 6* %
7 fc S 4- 3 a. »
*1 fa  mi re ào ti I4
G F e D C 0 K
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward PageCs) \'Z~ ExerciseCs) L 2. P.D..
Don Oiovonni , A Moaatr
Error Detection:
Book Ottman PageCs) 6^ ExerciseCs) P.D.
a   ______ sii j j -j  J*! J
3E
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book O^Vman PageCs) 5 ExerciseCs) 5 P.D..
,. ...._.
%. — 
.. 1 .
— T~ — -
lf> iLji r _ ^ - j — I— 1
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 2. Page(s) H  ExerciseCs)___
C om m ents: Practice dll ejiencises w cm g le tte r  ham ec^ «yHaloie^ an d /o r numV)crs. 
P ra c tic e  cAictation with otfier members of 'tine c la s s .
123
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date SL
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit PageCs) M  ExerciseCs) 
Learning Materials : WaturaV^  melcdic^  Wirmenic scale for ms; simple syncope*
a n d  (n tro d u c tio n  o f h a J f -b e a t  va lu es.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 2. PageCs) I<3 ExerciseCs)
Minor T r ia d s
P : ------------------
3EZ:
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward PageCs) \5 ExerciseCs) I P.D., 
(All M inor Form s)______________________________________________
i  l -i. - Q g
Error Detection:
Book Otman PageCs) 27 ExerciseCs) S6 
A llegretto
P.D.
nr ITT
» 31
Spain
nztjË
Ü mf
F T f l
— iL. ^ ±5 ” =— h* 1 - j —
f  * 1
T  ^
q :  t i L f = ü : _ g - w h i z j j i i J . j  —
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Q-H-tnan PageCs) 33 ExerciseCs) 67 P.D.
Ziemlich scVinell
d j J  ^I
Schubort
E 2:3s
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 2. PageCs)\4-2l ExerciseCs)_
Comments : Tap the meter vvltV» one V>«r>ol^ the rh'/thm vilth tWe other.
12^ +
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date __ A
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 2. PaeeCs) M-Zl ExerciseCs)___
Learning Materials: Further ex.planatîon of simple time (one and tvAio-heot values)^
stinpie «syncopation.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 2. PaeeCs) H ExerciseCs) tz
l î .  3 1 2 3  1 2 3  1 2 3 1 2 3  | 2.  3  1 2 3
I. Rlfythm; 1 2  2  I 3 ' 3  3 % 1 %
Y 7  J E
^ ^  J   ■ gl. . . ij..— #1  ^ <J  J J  <1 —
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Ottman PaeeCs) ExerciseCs) 64 P.D._
Alieqre *p>rito __________________
U f • p cr*ç, iiip
France
PC.
Error Detection:
Book Benward PaeeCs) 261 ExerciseCs) 4- P.D.
<WkWc)
h|-g— ^ pzfzrrri
>
— y — = : g = ; ^
>
— f-- 1—
>■
-----#— "M ,
— 1— ^ --K—  J— \f— z=ab
=l=p
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book McCaughay PaeeCs) 25 ExerciseCs) a P.D.
M c ro rt: VAinuet
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 3 PaeeCs)a'3--25ExerciseCs)______
Comments: 2 /a  z / f  2/3 a /l6  Practice singing rh y th m s. Practice the
^ 2  3/8 3/v6  rhythm s in d ic ta tio n  vKi'th m em bers
4/2 4 /+  4 / '6  of th e  class.
125
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered; (Benward) Unit PageCs) 22.-25 ExerciseCs) 
Learning Materials : M e W les outlininq ■vhe % and s r chords, Slngina -tine minor
V-riads -prom -Kie root, tlnird, or
Illustration: (Benward) Unit B PageCs) 2Z ExerciseCs) 1
BacVi; C a n ta ta  '6o
J r f  J- |- r r f  r i T ' i M f 1
S I Z 3 .  2 S 5  t a 3 i a B > 3 z S 5 t 3  2.
ÿo) do re n>i re sc\ do re m't re rt «d do mi re sd «o% do mi re
G C V E  D C G  C P E P D G C E  P G O C e  o
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
McGaughey 52- ^
Book Br»r.xAioird PageCs) T.'l ExerciseCs) ±__P.D.____
M w a r t :  T h e  VAarrioqo of T'igaro, M-3S1 VJcqher: Tw ilight o f-the Gods
g-1 f
»
z=z
etc.
Error Detection:
Book Ottman PageCs) 35 ExerciseCs) 107 P.D.,
a _______  ___________
± M  m  |»nti r / j fi r r f r ^
Melody Completion: (Given: First 4 measures)
Book Qitmdn PageCs) 24 ExerciseCs) 104 P.D._
Andante
p nf
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 3 PageCs)2(o-27ExerciseCs)___
Comments; Woke any given note the root;, third, and/or f iPtk of a triad.
126
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section ___ 2^
Date _____ \0
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 8 Page(s)26-27 ExerciseCs)
Learning Materials : X and'ST t t ' i a d s  in vnaio*' and m inor. S in g in g  th e  ma^or t r i a d
from  tVie ro o t, tk e  -th ird , and  th e  f i f t h .
Illustration:
I- From the  root:
(Benward) Unit 3 Page(s) 26 Exercise(s)>-3
2. From th e third: 3 . From the fifth :
 '   #----
^  3. T  3. 5»ol mi do mi sd
0 e c e G
Ido ® .  * ■  im i  401  m i  d o
g 6 E C
3. 1 3  5 3.
m i  d o  m i  S O I  m ie c  E 6 g
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Ottmdn PageCs) 33 ExerciseCs) 102 P.D, 
ftndeinte Germdny
7 . ^ j r f t f ÿ î ^ j f |î ^ U U | r f | |: fi f r f ^ U | f 7 T r j ? n
mf
Error Detection:
Book OHnoan PageCs) 62. ExerciseCs) 4A P.D._ 
^  AHeqro_ F ran ce
Melody Completion: (Given: First jL measures)
Book Off moin PageCs ) 55 ExerciseCs) 108 P.D.,
f f
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 2.8 ExerciseCs)______
Comments: Top the m eter w ith one hand a n d  the rhythm  vyith -the other hand. 
P ra c tic e  d ic ta tio n  with other m em bers of th e  c la s s .
127
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date ___ H
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 3 PageCs) 26 ExerciseCs). 
Learning Materials: Pictatioo -Prom Unit 3, Outlining t h e  X nnd IT chondlç.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit__5 PageCs) 2-8 ExerciseCs)^,5
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Germany
>1 . ■ > - ^  n  V-
Error I 
Book
)etection :
PageCs). ExerciseC s)
5
P.D. t
" i te tv a l l ic  d ie  
t i+ u t e s  f o r  e 
iejoi_____
\=44=J
+ort-ion «sub 
r r o r  d e t e c
a
-*6- V) » a- -W-
_o_
-ttg- 4w-
o Q to
- g — ■ h g - 4w-
-o— in:i w o ,-o- g .g «g f,jzs: g  - p p -1 » 3 + 5 ( , 7 ’e q 101 2 3  + s 6 7 6 4 10
Melody Completion: (Given: First ___ ^ measures)
Book TV tom soo PageCs) 6 7  ExerciseCs) 13 P.D.
Allegro _____________  ____________
z
Parce U
mp
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs)24-aiExerciseCs)
Comments :
128
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
■Section
Date JiZ.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 3 PaeeCs) 29-31 ExerciseCs)__
Learning Materials» Simple, ©ynccpatioo. Measure comple.tioo/ prov/ide faflp lines
doa m eter «Igna-tures, Rhyt^m ^c ciic tcrtion-
Illustration: (Benward) Unit  PageCs)______ ExerciseCs)__
J'  ^ ..&j
I§ J~3 y Y l -Y- y — Y- 'r  J, * Y
Literature Utilized
Count -tine rViytViimic syViobles^ 
■rtien write from memory
Book M e  Hose PageCs) 6 ExerciseCs) !^. 57 P.D. on staff paper.____
Dictation:
Error Detection:
M d  correct meter signature 
4- proper V>dr lines. Student 
tries countir^ 1-2-3 4- 1-2-3 4-
Book BenyJgrd Pagofs) 23 Sxftrcise(s) 6 P.D.
4" J j  T  ^ J J - j —J j ag~TC
r 'J# '• •• #
Melody Completion: (Given: First ____ %
Book Ottman PageCs) Ifcl ExerciseCs) i3A 
Allegro
__ measures) 
P.D._______
S, G aro ling
m p
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs)32-3ft ExerciseCs).
Comments : ($4. J J Î  J / J J I 3 J A J 3 J . /  7 ' | J T 3  (A dd-the co rrec t m iss in g
"  rote value to  each oC -the
measures)
129
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 4- PaeeCs) 32-38 ExerciseCs)__
Learning Materials: Melodies CX and tt tricids outlined), m em ory r e t e n t io n .  
Illustration: (Benward) Unit  PageCs)______  ExerciseCs)__
-.. 0—
(l
•h-
' .. -, ..-
----------0—
. .. "#.....■ 1 ,___
— 0—
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward PageCs) 32 ExerciseCs) S P.D.,
Error Detection: Student is given rh/thmv is to write melody ei< heard 
f r o m  pictno, a U c  visrt-'^eriu.
Book Benward PageCs) 57 ExerciseCs) 1/3 P.D. (See Benwcmjp.a?. for add. -
tionol exomple*.^
J —cr“
j J
i s # »■
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book B&nWgpol PageCs)S 2  ExerciseCs) I P.D.,
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs)34-fOExerciseCs)_
Comments :
Lesson Plan
1 3 0
Music Theory 112
Section Z
Date i4~
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs)39-4-0 ExerciseCs) 
Learning Materials:
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs) ExerciseCs) i
"" ~r m ,f.---O"
-4>#--w--e-
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Ben\*/ar<j PageCs) ExerciseCs) Z P.D._ 
Gavotte F ra n c o e u P
Z±=;-- 4
— t— jll *^..-1., P  _ r „ i -- :------W - —  *.■«' *• P .-^.11
Error Detection:
Book Benward PageCs) 34 ExerciseCs) 15
Done* Nobks Tbcema
P.D.
Anonymous
;  J j i f j  I r ' j  r- f n ~ r y r i i
Melody Completion: (Given: First ____ 5
Book Liebfeprrvan PageCs) 152 ExerciseCs) 74 
Lento
_ measures)
The implied leadiO0-tone 
P .D . tn ad  it announced.
ônetry
wp ^  P
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 4 PageCs)4t-AZ ExerciseCs) 
Comments :
Lesson Plan
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Music Theory 112
Section
Date 15
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs) 44-4-2. ExerciseCs) 
Learning Materials: Singing the aoA vii® triods from analysis.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 4 PageCs) 4-1 ExerciseCs) I
t
i l # ' #
2. * Z -7re ft» Pt -til
S 7
.do «i «LÂ-J2I A
II do a, a it)> %c\ ml
..7 y T
■? I "i
re % +•, D P B
I »  S 
c l e  < n >
lÇ g-- C. v.v
do  VT>t t o %iC o I &
■7tie
z 
rr  P .
I 3 S-
do m'l so\
■ C t G .
Dictation: 
Book Ottman
tivety
"Literature Utilized
PageCs) 26 ExerciseCs) 80 P.D._
.Germany
p o  I I J  J I  W  J i J i  j i t - |  j  J  J
Error Detection:
Book__________  PageCs). ExerciseCs)
Harmonic Interval drvU 
P .D. Triad ■factor detection
is:ii i ii. O *'•0 *21 ± E 4w— 0-"Vo—
— ko— kû_
g 3S:■Vo­ is: -ve-s:
Melody Completion: (Given: First ______4
Book Liehermcto PageCs) 62 ExerciseCs) 14 
Vigorously
measures)
P.D.
— ---------- - ----------  ------------------------------^ leSq^
U mf TT f f
P.C. a  fine
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit 4- PageCs) 4 3 -4 -5ExerciseCs )
C o m m e n ts  : T ine s e c o n d  iUus. exam ple IS r e s u l t  i f  tine Pollouiing jfroWem; X vii^ 1 1 1 
X n  d e te rm in in g  tine t r i a d  -factor^ s tu d e n t  s in g s  «oprono note a n d  arpeg* 
g io tes dovun to  root (w hen He ««ngs a n  interval la rg e r  th a n  th e  3 rd  h e  
h a s  l e f t  th e  ro o t).
Lesson Plan
132
Music Theory 112
Section
Date 16.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 4 PaeeCs) 43-45 ExerciseCs). 
Learning Materials: HalÇ-beat values^  rWytWmîc. drill witk syllables.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit  PageCs)______  ExerciseCs).
J l  J n  J I J J j J
1 3  an d  ? "
I 3  «  +t  a n d  Z 3  a n d  +  I t e  2 3  t e  4-
Z
2 I 44-i__j— Jli'-y.- i j~j j n  J 1i
» I 3 and 4 1 and 2. 3 and  4- 1 and 2 and  3  and 4- a n d 1
I 3 - t e 4 -  I t c 2 3 t e 4 -  l + e l + c 3 i c 4 t »  ‘
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benwcird PaeeCs) 4-5 ExerciseCs) lo P.D. Rln^ tkmic dictation
3 I 2  j  j '  I J J ^  l T i*' T I- J4) J-l i l  y y i l  J  I 7 J" Y I j
Ü
Error Detection:
Book Ottmdn PaeeCs) 33 ExerciseCs) 102. P.D. 
ftnd^ oTe
rîrr.U;|r f  ||:
Germany
f i
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Ueberman PaeeCs) 66 ExerciseCs) 33 P.D..
Andante Cantabile S a l ie r i
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 5 PaeeCs)4-6-51 ExerciseCs)______
Cornents;^î^jy.RQ/jîn/J3313/JïTV-^/‘*^/*^W odds one note wlue to e a c h
m e a s u r e  to c o m p le te  m e a s u re .)
JJJJJJ-J’JJ (Add ioar lines to c*cerpV and nevwrite it  in a
d iffe ren t +ime s ig n a tu re ^
Lesson Plan
133
Music Theory 112
Section ___%_
Date _____ \7
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 46-51 ExerciseCs)___
Learning Materials : OuHinind tKe X,"®, andic -tnads sm g m g  intervals, olict-ation
utiU-«.\tncj scale rum bers,, co m p le tio n  of m elodUlies.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit  PageCs) ExerciseCs)7
TViovncon
s
H
/ 3
-4— t------- — I— 1— 1— I r  J T  --M
tr - Æ >
J “i JLi » # » # ■ # — 0-J—0— -79 Y  ' ^  «
w g
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Thomson PageCs) 55 ExerciseCs) 4- P.D.,
Praettorlus
jiii jifjtfUTntJlft
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) BO ExerciseCs) M  P.D.
Syn^lnony X
 .
I
BroWms
A
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book TViomson PageCs) 74 ExerciseCs) >5 P.D.,
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 5Z ExerciseCs)_____
Comments: Brahms' piece (cletectior^  is also used for lecture demonstra+iom 
for hurmohic rhythm.
Lesson Plan
13^
Music Theory 112
Section
Date JB.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 5  PaeeCs) 5 Z  ExerciseCs)___
Learning Materials : Position of the mdjor triad on a •filled -te>ne, error detec­
tion  ^ dictdtion of complete melodies.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 5z ExerciseCs ) \  2.
1 vC t^cÊ  ^Ê ■"J . - ■ ■ --- -B::z: ------ #— ■ -II
ft i* r o o t A i*- tturci A is fifth E  is root E n thioi e is fifth
Dictation:
Literature Utilized
Book BenuVord PageCs) 4-6 ExerciseCs) 4- P.D.,
Der Freisc-hut*. Overture _________ Von Weber
Error Detection:
Book 6 en\Aic*rd PageCs) 46 ExerciseCs) ■> P.D.
M inuet in F
C.J J. j . I f f
Moz-ort
■é— 0-
. L f  r r I L  J  J J Î
Melody Completion: (Given: ^First 2________ measures)
Book BAMward PageCs) 46 ExerciseCs) 3 P.D.________
S e r e n a d e  in C
ifc
T r r ^ i  J i T ^ - n r n r r i ' ^ ' j
TchdiUovsUy
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 53-54-ExerciseCs ) Ali
Comments :
Lesson Plan
13^
Music Theory 112
Section __
Date _____ 19
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit g. PaseCs)53-54 ExerciseCs)AU
Learning Materials: S in g in g  th e  T ,TS:, i r i a d s ,  s in g in g  th e  r^ isr, •=<-'Sr-tr'ic(cls m  
chond {>rogression^ recogni+icsn of t r id d  f o c tw  in  sop. «A- h a rm o n ic  in te rv a ( d r i l l .
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs) 53 ExerciseCs)y 2_
•3 S 9  \ 4 6 6 6 4  S Y Z 7 S
V) o- '3làc.
urn -z
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Tlnomson PageCs) 51 ExerciseCs) IS P.D._ 
Hungary______________ ^ ____ ________________
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) 03 ExerciseCs) ^9 P.D.,
E Handel
'*X J'l I j  \ f i U  J j | r I - c r
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book TTiomsbn PageCs) "73 ExerciseCs) e P.D.,
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs)55-50 ExerciseCs) I-U
Comments:
Lesson Plan
136
Music Theory 112
Section  z.
Date _____20
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 5 PageCs)55-58 ExerciseCs)>-U
Learning M a t e r i a l s  : QudPter-beat values^ cApill with rW/thmic «/llables^rhythnmc. dicta­
tion, errors detection/ f>rovide bar* lines q n d  meter signatures.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit g PageCs) ss ExerciseCs) I
Thom son 4 5  j
mw #."é
jj[, t to te  t a
Add bar lines
2. tw tc tq 9 +a te  to 4  tq  t e  t a
 0 j M .  U  i
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Thomson PageCs) 41 ExerciseCs) d P.D.,
If  if ff f 1 trrtfurir
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) 4 3  ExerciseCs) L P.D._
ti I
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book TVinmson PageCs) 44- ExerciseCs) o P.D.,
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit 6 PageCs)5^-63 ExerciseCs)_A[L
Comments:
Lesson Plan
137
Music Theory 112
Section ___2^
Date _____ 2>
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 6 Page(s) sq-63 ExerciseCs)Al\
Learning Materials : More di-ffi'cul-t exercisesy dictation ef melodies with an acc-onn-
panimerT^ dictation with scale n u m b er^  completion of two-voice melodies.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 6 PageCs) 54 ExerciseCs) 3
Opheus in Hades (Operei)  ^ Offenbach
7 M W - 1  f f. |. U
» 4 $ Z 6 6 Ç«,s+ Z Z  Z W 3 Z  | « 7 6 6 4 - 3 X
j I f J  # 'P' Ç . J  I t ?
2. 4 3 a.
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book BpirnAi^ rrt PageCs) GO ExerciseCs) 4- P.D..
Piano Caricerto Tchai hov/^ymI ^  Jjy j. J- J I '1
Error Detection:
Book TViamson PageCs) ExerciseCs) 2. P.D.,
Beethovena __________________   — -----------
j  J I f j  J_.|
Melody Completion: (Given; First measures)
B ook  T hom son PageCs) 15 ExerciseCs) 1 P.D.,
f t
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit b PageCs) 6f-66ExerciseCs) All
Comments ;
Lesson Plan
138
Music Theory 112
Section %
Date %%
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 6 PaeeCs) 64-66 ExerciseCs)Ali
Learning Materials : M ore d iW c u H  intervals, m ajo r an d  m in o r  2 n d s /3 r d s , ,  ivarnriom c
in terv a l d r i l l  ( s u p p ly  s e c o n d  tone)), m e lo d ic /rK y th m v c  d ic ta tio n .
m  iiR-h-ratt nrtî (Benward) Unit 6 PaeeCs) 64- ExerciseCs) IIllustration:
Ml 2ndc a n d  3 rd »  p lu s  t h e  p e r f e c t  4-th ( I n te r v a l  d r i l l )
is ±i
-i»#-
I
S in g  M a n d  mr2 r tb o v e  g i v e n  n o te  (jaelovn)
-k#-
Wiz m 3 M3-
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Thomson PaeeCs) ve ExerciseCs) 13 P.D.
Error Detection:
Book Tlnomson PaeeCs) ~7b ExerciseCs ) 4- P.D.
Verdi
ri)ljjjjl J'll
Melody Completion: (Given: First I measures)
Book Thoinfisoin PaeeCs) ~n ExerciseCs) q . P.D.,
% 5 'n [■ f I r f f f i*ryf'j' I f f f I ff
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 6 PaeeCs) 67-70 ExerciseCs) All
Comments :
Lesson Plan
139
Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment Covered; (Benward) Unit 6 Page(s) 67-t o  ExerciseCs)All
Learning Materials: l^ l+ lo n s  of mn.+riod on tone, s in g  iden^lfioa-
■ ^ n  of, 'tniettl fo g to r  in b ase , tine î t ,  nü* o u tU n ed  in  m eiod^ d e te rm in e  sop, t  bass n o te s  f ro m
Ilî^^ràmon?' (Benward) Unit 6 Paee(s) 67 ExerciseCs) \
S' *— a~ :±gza . *
Root in A m in o r "TWird in nvnor F ifth  \n 0 m in or
!«T t ; t T..1 * B 9 k. .4  fc 6 6 4-,
Tsr
Dictation:
Literature Utilized
Book Ben war j PaeeCs) T O  ExerciseCs) 2^
Triade out lined :
P.D.
g
-# #-
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PaeeCs) 0^ ExerciseCs) 2-7 P.D.
a H a n d e l
I fj: f f B
I ü  I CTfj D  I f ;
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
BookTknm«nn PaceCs) <S\ ExerciseCs) 21 _ P.D.,
m  hj)i i j f / i m
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 6 PaeeCs)~7l-7Z ExerciseCs )_Ml
Comments :
Lesson Plan
1 4 0
Music Theory 112
Section *2-
Date _____ 2£L
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 6 PaeeCs) 71-72 ExerciseCs)AH
Learning Materials : E*erci«cs in eyncopaflon, providt bor lines •*- m eter signature/
rhy tV vn ic/m elod ic  d ic taH o n , e r r o r  d e te c t io n ,  M \0-QUftW eR EXAM.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 6 PaeeCs) 71 ExerciseCs)jn
j  j  J - J ' ^ J  J  ;  J  ;■  1^ 4 =
i f
u I te  3  te  t e
___ i — 2— î — f —
4 3  + i t e  te 3 + 1 z  3  te. t e i
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
BookLieberman PaeeCs) 67 ExerciseCs) 4-1 P.D._
M oderato
imp ”  — —— —  m f
H a n d e  1
Error Detection:
Book B a n w a rd  PaeeCs) 13 ExerciseCs)__
Carmen cCarmen'^ Dance)A
P.D.
Bltet
t  L , . . U , / - T . r .
T . "  "< iftllslO-Sri r i n  r f f  f j f J . . T t
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Liebermdr PaeeCs) 67 ExerciseCs) 42 P.D..
Vivace C roatia
Wif
Assignment Made: CBenward) Unit 7 PaeeCs) 73-78 ExerciseCs ).M L
Comments :
1!+1
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section 2-
Date ...  0-5
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 7 PaEe(s)73-79 ExerciseCs)AU
Learning Materials tL o rger m eW 'O  leaps^ m ore d if f ic u l t  rhyrKvns, memory re teohon dnd
dictation/ predicting the la«t nctc of d phrase (key fechngy
illustration: (Benward) Unit 7 Paee(s) ~7T ExerciseCs).
I f  I  j # # a
6»ven-, RWydtm only.
f i  jLmïiuul r. ^ . g - LU U
Given: P itches only.
a mT-e-
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benwnr^ d Page(s) 75 Exercise(s) >4- P.D..
% f f j f l  r I J f f r i t  f ■' I m  f i r}f f i a j j
Error Detection:
Book Th&msr^n PaeeCs) 84- ExerciseCs) S2. P.D..
R -o t^ ta n t  Hyr/mn Giopdini
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book ITiotnson PaeeCs) 65 ExerciseCs) 36 P.D.,
Tempo giuttB Bartà<
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 7 PaeeCs)74-00 ExerciseCs)_Ajj.
Comments :
142
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date J2L.
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 7 PageCs) 7q-eo ExerciseCs)ftH 
Learning Materials : Num bers^ s y l l a b le s  le+l-er n am es- SiO Q Ing +be. d im in ie b e d
from tlr»e root/ Ôrd, and 6th* (Sce comrn«nt&.)
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 7 PageCs) 80 ExerciseCs )M2
S in k in g  t b e  d'«mink>bec) -Vptctd f r o m  roof, 3 r d ,  a n d  S tln
. z q --------------------— a-------------------— 0-----------0------------0----------- ---- ^ _  - ... . # ........
:# j-------- O # ---- -------------;---0------
------ «--------------- ----------- #--------------
LJJ
ilr Roof Third Fifth,
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward PageCs) ExerciseCs) 16 P.D..
G ym -^ 3 ,  Mffv’t  Wo- 2.
£
Beethoven
f
Error Detection:
Book Tbcm^nn PageCs) 64 ExerciseCs) ^
Ancl«^ f»no _____________
P.D,
Sc-huberf"
??
b
------1—y—- ts>— 1— - pi vqg ■ p : r ------- ) 1
/  r -  ^ kf:..i ~ | ::zaLgufc. r I— I--F J 1 —/ .  .
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book Tkomsan PageCs) l%8 ExerciseCs) 4 P.D.,
GcbcreondO'
W  J ^ r r r  I'
Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit T  PageCs)80-62 ExerciseCs) l~6
Comments : Singing letter nome^ num­
bers and syllables only. Alscy t r a n ­
scribing tb e  sam e on tbe s ta f - f  
in d ifferent key&.
i,s h b
« 1 Sol
m i 1 
do
1
do ” 1.
1^ 3
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date *27
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit n Page(s) 80 - 62 ExerciseCs) 1-6 
Learning Materials: Reccghition dr,Us in v,i° \'y and in: triads. Deter-
minmg triad «Pac+or in sopraoo.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit n Page(s) 60 ExerciseCs)6->
-fY.------- :— # »--- — _— — --- #— -— '# -'■■y--'
/ . , , y --------*— -— #----' 'g? # " # '
S t  ér
CXiUining same:
J
3 I 6 «
ti T
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Bertvt/nrd PageCs) 13 ExerciseCs) 4- P.D..
TV^e W a n d e re r  Cop.BO, No. Q 
t:
S c h u b e r t"
I- W~T 5
Error Detection:
Book Thomsen PageCs) 10^  ExerciseCs) 3 P.D._
Schtumqnn
Melody Completion: (Given: First I measures)
Book Tb,omsor> PageCs) “76 ExerciseCs) "2- P.D.
Beethoven
J J m  i' ; j  ih~i
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 7 PageCs)66~85 ExerciseCs ) AU
Comments :
Lesson Plan
ikk
Music Theory 112
Section  Z.
Date
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit % Page(s ) 83-65 ExerciseCs ) All
Learning Materials : Beat un it ih trip lets  and rhytkmic s y ad d in g  b a r
Ttnes -to melodies.
(Benward) Unit 7 Page(s) 85> ExerciseCs) \Illustration:
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Benward Page(s) ExerciseCs) 8 P.D..
VAlho W e’c r  v j i d n T e a r s  W as t c r t e n  B r e a d Sc-b‘-(bert"
Error Detection:
Book Oftnan PageCs) 2.i~7 ExerciseCs) 54 P.D.,
3. 6dnnell Schumarn
P f " ' 4 f f"
Melody Completion: (Given: First  _j______  measures)
z a r tm Schubert"
Book Thomson PageCs)J£7__ ExerciseCs) 16 P.D.__
^ ! ! ? l  trji r • f rf P f
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 8 PageCs)66-^2 ExerciseCs) All
Comments :
1^1-5
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date 29
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit Ô Page(s ) 86-92. ExerciseCs )J|U. 
Learning Materials : More difficult e^rci^es SA/irhouf modulation^ interval
d r i l l .
(Benward) Unit S Page(s) 9% ExerciseCs)_J_Illustration: 
Id e n tify  and
i =pc-e #- ±2=
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Beowarci PageCs) 86 ExerciseCs) 3 P.D._
S o n crta  in C M ajor, l e t  Wov/’t. Hûysoln
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) >26 ExerciseCs) %
AUearo
P.D.
Sullivan
1Melody Completion: (Given: First 
Book Thomson PageCs) 65 ExerciseCs)__2T_
MSchtig
  measures)
P.D._______
Handel
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 8 PageCs) 99 ExerciseCs) 1-7
Comments :
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date 30-
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 8 Page(s) Exercisers) 1-7
Learning Materials: Pcsi+ion^ of th e  %  C'SLg^ 'Sr;.
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 8 Page(s) A3 Exercise(s) 1
Positions of th« TCy 1
Pt-T=----  ^ ■ "|----------------- ----0-------------
4J-----40 :* »' --- :---- 4f0------ 0-------------- 0-----£---0-------------- --- 0----- ....  #" . " ' ' ' ' *
—(I----------------------- 0--------- ------ 0-------------------- ---- #------
# -----------=---0 ^ -------^ ----- ------:--- ^ — 4»....— 4— ^ ..........:
Literature Utilized ;
Dictation:
Book Benward Page(s) 86 Exercise(s) I P.D.
-the Green Lute R lkkon S c h u b e r t
f  1  ^)l cj fri ^
Error Detection:
Book TVtomsot» Page(s) Exercise(s) & P.D.,
^ Moderate  —  — - -- -— '— ©erman/
j J j j l  j i j i I f j- JJ 't l l.j-J j f  I fjiS Œ
j  r J I r I J i ' r  I jW - j I j  J )i
Melody Completion: (Given: First 1 measures)
Book Ottmdn Page(s) 2.6 Exercise(s) 00 P.D..
E Z Z Z ^ j - j — n
! _ _ #  y . :P — a j d
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 8 Page(s ) 44-45Exercise(s ) 1-5
Comments :
^k7
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date 31
Assignment Covered: (Benward) Unit 8 P a g e C s ) 95 ExerciseCs)i-S
Learning Materials: vü* - Harmonic, tackgt-cunds/^ riad iden-
Vjficatiory irtervdl drill 
Illustration: (Benward) Unit_6_ PageCs) A4-6 ExerciseCs) t
S in g in g  X , i ( ,  XT, X , ,  vi i®
a
_5 .1— 1. JT
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Thomson PageCs) 83 ExerciseCs) 28 P.D..
B e irt5 k
l-.j) r f l j ) -  i-i J I  * l-jj J JI J  i  1 i
Error Detection:
Book Thomson PageCs) 163 ExerciseCs) 14- P.D.
Beethoven
E
D.S.
g g
Melody Completion; (Given: First measures)
Book "TKomeon PageCs) l%4 ExerciseCs) 15 P.D.,
Mozart
Ë
Assignment Made: (Benward) Unit 6 PageCs)*^ 6-q0 ExerciseCs) 1"I0
Comments ;
148
Lesson Plan Music Theory 112
Section
Date
Assignment. Covered: (Benward) Unit 8 PaeeCs ) ExerciseCs ) i-io
Learning Materials : X ntroduchon ie> compound -time^ rKy+hmic cfr-oap de^ ec-
fiory providing bar I’lnes,
Illustration: (Benward) Unit 6 Pase(s) 46 ExerciseCs) I
Introduction to Compound "time:
0--0
I \o le a  )o le \ t a  Va t a  le t a  2  fa  la  -m l e  t tq
Literature Utilized
Dictation:
Book Thomson PageCs) 14-5 ExerciseCs) 11 P.D._
Lento assai
— "  T 7 7 - J -1 -fifn.T 'Y T 'g J- I— #* 'JL i. w
Error Detection:
Book Pitman PageCs) IT7 ExerciseCs) 67 
^ Ahdome
P.D.
Brahms
b
Melody Completion: (Given: First measures)
Book TVtomson PageCs) 150 ExerciseCs) 2.8 P.D.,
Plaintively Englartd
PageCs) ExerciseCs)Assignment Made; (Benward) Unit
Comments :
